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Abstract
Over recent years, graphics processing units (GPUs) have become pop-
ular devices to use in procedures that exhibit data-parallelism. Due to
high parallel capability, running procedures on a GPU can result in an
execution time speedup ranging from a couple times faster to several
orders of magnitude faster, compared to executing serially on a central
processing unit (CPU). Interfaces such as CUDA and OpenCL flexibly
exposes the parallel capabilities of the GPU to the programmer, while
at the same time putting a lot of responsibility on the programmer to
handle aspects such as thread synchronization and memory management.

A different approach to GPU optimization is to enable it through
higher-order functions with known data-parallelism, using the semantics
of the higher-order function to determine the parallel execution. This
approach has in practice been integrated into existing languages through
libraries or been integrated directly into languages themselves.

However, higher-order functions do not address when it is beneficial
to execute on a GPU. Due to the GPU being a separate device, effects
such as latency and memory transfer can cause a slowdown for small
input values.

In this thesis, a set of commonly used higher-order functions are GPU
enabled as compiler intrinsics in a small functional language. These
higher-order functions are also equipped with the option of automati-
cally deciding at runtime if to execute on GPU or CPU.

Results show that running higher-order functions on GPU yields a
speedup for larger computations. However, the performance does not
match existing solutions that provide additional higher-order functions
for optimizing the parallelization.

The selected approach for automatically deciding whether to run a
higher-order function on GPU or on CPU results in the faster option a
majority of cases. Though the most notable benefit of automatic deci-
sions was for procedures that use multiple higher-order function invoca-
tions, which ran faster compared to when executing only on GPU or only
on CPU.
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Sammanfattning
På senare år har grafikprocessorer blivit populära enheter att använda
för att köra program med hög dataparallellism. Den höga parallella ka-
paciteten hos grafikprocessorer gör att exekveringstiden för program kan
bli betydligt snabbare än om programmet exekveras seriellt på en vanlig
processor. Gränssnitt som CUDA och OpenCL möjliggör flexibel paral-
lellprogrammering för grafikprocessorer, samtidigt som de gränssnitten
lägger mycket ansvar på programmeraren att hantera aspekter som tråd-
synkronisering och minneshantering.

Ett annat tillvägagångssätt är att genom högre ordningens funktioner
med dataparallella egenskaper optimera program för grafikprocessorer,
där semantiken hos de funktionerna styr hur den parallella exekvering-
en ser ut. Den här metoden har i praktiken integrerats i existerande
programmeringsspråk som bibliotek eller integrerats direkt i själva pro-
grammeringsspråken.

Funktioner av högre ordning adresserar dock inte när det är lönsamt
att exekvera på en grafikprocessor. Till följd av att en grafikprocessor är
en separat enhet kan effekter som latens och minnesöverföringar för små
indata orsaka en längre exekveringstid.

I det här examensarbetet tillhandahålls en känd uppsättning funk-
tioner av högre ordning som inbyggda funktioner i en kompilator för ett
litet funktionellt språk, med stöd för att exekveras på en grafikprocessor.
De här funktionerna av högre ordning har även stöd för att automatiskt
under exekvering besluta om de ska exekvera på en grafikprocessor eller
på en vanlig processor.

Resultaten visar att funktioner av högre ordning som exekveras på
en grafikprocessor har kortare exekveringstid för större beräkningar. Pre-
standan motsvarar dock inte den hos existerande lösningar som tillhan-
dahåller en större uppsättning funktioner av högre ordning med stöd för
parallell optimering.

Det valda tillvägagångssättet för att automatiskt besluta om en högre
ordningens funktion ska exekveras på en grafikprocessor eller på en vanlig
processor väljer i en majoritet av fallen det snabbare alternativet. Den
mest nämnvärda fördelen med det automatiska beslutstagandet var dock
för program med flera användningar av funktioner av högre ordning, där
exekveringstiden blev snabbare än om funktionerna exekverats enbart på
en grafikprocessor eller enbart på en vanlig processor.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The notion of using parallel hardware to run multiple instructions at the
same time goes back to the late 1950s when the first digital computers
where conceived. In a letter to the editor, Gorn [6] predicted a limit to
the speed of serially performed arithmetic operations, concluding that
parallelism would be required in order to keep increasing the speed of
computations. In that same letter, Gorn identified problems with pro-
gramming for parallel hardware, such as that there must be code that
synchronizes parallel threads. Looking forward 60 years at libraries such
as MPI [7] and Posix threads [8], this is mostly true for general par-
allelization. But for more data-parallel frameworks such as OpenMP
[9], you do not have to specify the thread synchronization. However, in
OpenMP you may have to provide other parallelization information, such
as values that are shared between threads and are not unique to their
own thread.

1 void saxpy( size_t n, float a, const float *x,
2 const float *y, float *res) {
3 size_t i;
4 # pragma omp parallel for
5 for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
6 res[i] = a*x[i] + y[i];
7 }

Listing 1.1: A parallel saxpy implemented using OpenMP. A saxpy
function corresponds to the linear algebra operation ~s = a~x+ ~y.

The methods described above are examples of explicit parallelism.
Another approach that has been explored is to automatically detect par-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

allelism in existing languages through methods such as the program de-
pendence graph (PDG) [10] and SIMD vectorization techniques [11, 12].
These methods analyze existing code to find statements that are data-
parallel and rewrite them such that the code is executed in parallel. An
example of data-parallel code is a standard for-loop without any depen-
dencies on previous iterations.

Hardware that supports data-parallel operations goes back to at least
the late 1960s in the form of processor array architectures [13]. An ex-
ample of this architecture is the Massively Parallel Processor that was
designed by NASA for high rate satellite image processing [14]. Support
for data-parallelism has in later years been integrated into mainstream
central processing units (CPUs) in the form of single instruction multiple
data (SIMD) extensions.

In the early 2000s, it was realized that graphics processing units
(GPUs) could be used to run user-programmable operations with high
data-parallel performance [15]. Following this realization, GPUs have
continued to increase in popularity for performing data-parallel tasks
[16]. Today GPUs are used in areas such as machine learning [17], multi-
body dynamics simulation [18], and biological systems modeling [19] due
to the data-parallel nature of the computations in those areas.

While current latest SIMD extensions that are available in main-
stream CPUs can execute instructions on 10’s of values at the same time1,
today’s mainstream GPUs can execute instructions on 1000’s of values
at the same time [21, 22]. Though, despite the data-parallel speedup
of GPUs, it is not always beneficial to run a procedure on a GPU if the
data it operates on is too small. Effects such as latencies through drivers,
kernel launching, and data transfers can constitute enough overhead to
outweigh the gained speedup [23].

Today there exist multiple solutions that provide frameworks for
general-purpose data-parallel computation on GPUs. Solutions such as
OpenACC [24] and OpenCL [25] provide a multi-target framework where
data-parallel code is formulated such that it can target GPUs from mul-
tiple manufacturers. Other solutions such as CUDA [5] provides a more
bare-metal approach where the more detailed aspects of the GPU are
exposed to the developer. However, this bare-metal approach limits the
use of CUDA to GPUs from a single manufacturer.

Something in common between all GPU frameworks listed above is
1Intel’s AVX-512 architecture can execute instructions on 32 registers at the same

time [20].
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1 __kernel void saxpy(float a,
2 __global const float *x,
3 __global const float *y,
4 __global float *res)
5 {
6 int i = get_global_id (0);
7 res[i] = a*x[i] + y[i];
8 }

Listing 1.2: Saxpy implemented using OpenCL.

that the programmer is required to write code with the intention that
it will be parallelized. While these methods of explicit parallelism alone
present a learning curve for the programmer, to extract the full poten-
tial of GPUs it is often required to implement complex optimization
techniques that usually have nothing to do with the problem that the
programmer is trying to solve. Having a method of implicit parallelism
could not only reduce the learning curve for programmers but also au-
tomatically provide many of the optimizations used to extract the most
out of the GPU.

1.1 Parallelization Through Higher-Order Func-
tions

A different approach to parallelism that was presented around the same
time as the PDG was the concept of algorithmic skeletons [1]. Instead of
analyzing existing code or adding parallelism directives as with OpenMP,
algorithmic skeletons implements parallelism through known higher-order
functions with data-parallel properties. These higher-order functions can
range from simpler examples such as the Farm skeleton shown in Listing
1.3 to the more complex examples such as the Divide and Conquer skele-
ton described by Equations 2.1 and 2.2. These higher-order functions
would then at a lower level be optimized to run on parallel hardware.
Using algorithmic skeletons, programs could be written as data-parallel
procedures without having to specify the type of parallel hardware to
run on.

The first implementations of algorithmic skeletons started appearing
in the early ’90s, targeting the MIMD architectures of that time as the
parallel backend. These implementations provided parallelized algorith-
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1 -- Function prototype for the Farm skeleton
2 skelFarm: (a -> b -> c) -> a -> [b] -> [c]
3
4 let f = lam env. lam l. mem l env.labels in
5 let memlist = {labels = ["apple", "potato"]} in
6 let labels = ["pear", "apple", "coconut"] in
7
8 utest skelFarm f memlist labels with [false, true, false] in ()

Listing 1.3: A simple example usage of a Farm skeleton that is
hypothetically implemented in the MCore language [26]. The farm
skeleton applies a function on all elements in a list together with
a common enviroment argument. The types a, b, and c represent
polymorphic types.

mic skeletons either as libraries to existing languages [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]
or integrated into the languages directly [32, 33, 34, 35], using mainly
message-passing APIs such as MPI to parallelize the skeletons.

The rise of general-purpose computations on GPUs saw focus shift-
ing towards implementations that optimized data-parallel skeletons for a
GPU backend, using APIs such as CUDA and OpenCL for paralleliza-
tion. Notable early implementations of GPU-optimized skeletons are
SkePU [36] and SkelCL [37], both of which are libraries to C++. An-
other implementation by Sato and Iwasaki [38] integrated algorithmic
skeletons into the C language, using a source-to-source compiler to con-
vert higher-order function invocations to CUDA code.

Using a library to an existing language allows for GPU-optimized
algorithmic skeletons to be integrated into existing programs, but is also
limited by the compiler used for the host language. The drawbacks of this
are the extent to which skeleton invocations can be optimized and that
some memory management has to be performed by the programmer. In
the case of SkePU and SkelCL this means that data has to be converted
to use their Vector wrappers. Integrating algorithmic skeletons directly
into the compiler can mitigate much of this, but at the risk of making
the code more unportable.

Another approach to algorithmic skeletons, adopted by AnyDSL [39]
and Lift [2], is to directly include the notion of algorithmic skeletons in
a functional intermediary representation (IR). The IR is then the target
language for a domain-specific language (DSL) or a higher-level IR that
through high-level semantic information can translate code into lower
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level algorithmic skeletons. AnyDSL and Lift then provide the intrinsics
needed to optimize an algorithmic skeleton for GPU.

1.2 Decision Points for Parallelization
While algorithmic skeletons take out many intricacies of GPU optimiza-
tion, they do not on their own address the issue that some inputs can
cause a GPU-optimized program to run slower than if it had run on a
CPU. For which inputs that makes it more efficient to execute a pro-
cedure on a GPU over a CPU is not always obvious and varies from
procedure to procedure. For demanding procedures such as a matrix
multiplication, it might be beneficial to execute on a GPU for small in-
puts. But for more lightweight procedures such as scaling a vector, it
might not be beneficial to execute on a GPU until the input size is very
large, if it ever becomes beneficial at all. The input size itself might not
be known at compile-time, in which case neither the GPU nor the CPU
approach would be guaranteed to be the fastest option.

A programmer could manually insert decision points in the code to
avert this, where a condition could check the input properties and decide
which of the two approaches should be used for the procedure. This
condition could, for example, attempt to predict the execution time of
both approaches, where the approach with lowest predicted execution
time is selected. If the time spent making the decision is negligible, a
conditional expression based on input properties could at runtime choose
the fastest option.

Determining execution time based on input properties is widely used
today in the form of the O-notation [40, 41], which expresses the exe-
cution time in regards to the dominant terms, discarding any constants
that do not change the asymptotic behavior. This method of asymp-
totically determining execution behavior has been collectively referred
to as macroanalysis [42, 43, 44]. While discarding non-dominant terms
and constants makes for a simpler analysis, macroanalysis only describes
how the procedure will behave for large inputs. For smaller inputs, a
non-dominant term could contribute more to the overall behavior if that
term has a large enough constant. Thus it is important to not discard
the constants in the analysis when trying to determine the execution be-
havior over a range of input values. This method of fine-grained analysis
is also referred to as microanalysis [42, 43, 44, 4]. An example of how
macroanalysis and microanalysis differ is shown in Listing 1.4.
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1 for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
2 for (int j = 0; j < 10000; i++)
3 a[i] += (i + 1) * (j + 1);
4
5 for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
6 for (int j = 0; j < n; j++)
7 a[i] += j;
8
9 // Macroanalysis = O(n^2)

10
11 // Microanalysis =
12 // C_ivar + n *
13 // ( C_icmp + C_iinc + C_ivar + 10000 *
14 // ( C_icmp + C_iinc + C_iload +
15 // 3 * C_iadd + C_imul + C_store )) +
16 // C_ivar + n *
17 // ( C_icmp + C_iinc + C_ivar + n *
18 // ( C_icmp + C_iinc + C_iload + C_iadd + C_istore ))

Listing 1.4: Example of a macroanalysis and a microanalysis of the same
C procedure to determine execution time. The values with the C_<name>
mnemonic in the microanalysis denote predetermined costs for individual
operations.

Microanalysis and macroanalysis are not necessarily constrained to
be performed mechanically. It is for example commonplace today to
perform macroanalysis by hand to determine the efficiency of algorithms.
However, if the goal is to provide the programmer with a higher-order
function as a simple interface to GPU optimization with the optimal
backend for certain inputs, then it defeats the purpose of simplicity if
it was demanded of the programmer to first perform a microanalysis.
Because of this, mechanical microanalysis has been suggested as a useful
tool in automatic parallelization [4].

While mechanically performing microanalysis of execution time for
an arbitrary procedure would be useful, it is also impossible to construct
a program that correctly determines the execution time since that would
provide information about whether the procedure is going to terminate
or not. Despite this, there have been several attempts at mechanical mi-
croanalysis in order to estimate execution time [45] as well as attempts at
using the resulting estimation to optimize the backend options [4]. Ex-
perimental results show that there can be benefits to using microanalysis
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for automatic parallelization [4], though the microanalysis have in these
cases not focused on GPU optimization and been limited to very simple
programs.

Estimating the execution time can in the context of parallel optimiza-
tion also be applied for tuning certain parameters in parallel programs.
An example of this is SkePU which was able to tune the number of threads
for OpenMP or tune the grid size in CUDA [46]. But instead of using a
microanalysis, SkePU used a heuristic based on a genetic algorithm with
machine learning to estimate execution cost.

1.3 Problem Statement
Whilst the attempts at integrating parallelizable algorithmic skeletons
into software have been numerous, recent years have seen the focus shift-
ing towards integrating support for GPU-optimized algorithmic skeletons
directly into the programming languages [2, 39]. These recent approaches
focus more on giving the programmer the freedom to optimize the par-
allelism, instead of focusing on providing a set of higher-order functions
that are directly applicable to solving the problem at hand, such as GPU-
optimized versions of map and divide & conquer that automatically at-
tempts to optimize the invocation to extract the most performance of
the GPU.

While these solutions abstract away the need to explicitly write GPU
code, whether or not the skeletons will be run in parallel is decided
at compile-time. Previous efforts at mechanical microanalysis have dis-
cussed and presented the potential to allow for in runtime determining
whether or not to run code in parallel. Though no example is known to
us where this has been implemented and tested. The problem statement
of this thesis is therefore two-fold:

1. Design an extension of language primitives for a small functional
language that provides commonly used data-parallel higher-order
functions such that they can be compiled for and run on a GPU,
utilizing the parallelism of GPUs to provide speedup in execution
time, or to be compiled for and run on a CPU.

2. Design a method based on mechanical microanalysis that at compile-
time is able to generate decision points for each of the parallelizable
higher-order functions, which at runtime can decide whether or not
they should be executed on a GPU or on the CPU.
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These functionally equivalent higher-order functions should be able
to replace the non-parallel implementations and still get the same re-
sults. Moreover, they should also be able to generate code for multiple
backends. The non-parallel code should be generated for a CPU backend
while the parallel higher-order functions should be generated for a GPU
backend. It is also of interest to what code that can be compiled to GPU.

The microanalysis should be able to be integrated into a compiler
such that it automatically generates an expression that in runtime can
determine whether or not to run a higher-order function on GPU.

1.4 Delimitations
The problem statement opens up for investigation on many different as-
pects that are out of the scope of this thesis. As such, this thesis investi-
gates the stated problem for a single language, a small set of higher-order
functions, a single method of mechanical microanalysis to generate de-
cision points, a single backend for GPU code, and a single backend for
CPU code.

The programming language MCore [26, 3] is used to investigate the
problem statement. MCore is a small functional language that closely
resembles the typed lambda calculus. This language is extended with a
select few intrinsic higher-order functions that are able to perform auto-
matic GPU optimization. More specifically, the compiler only focuses on
the desugarized aspect of MCore, knows as MExpr. An example of the
MExpr code is shown in Listing 1.5.

1 let sqri = lam x. muli x x in
2 let sqraddi = lam x. addi (sqri x) in
3
4 utest sqraddi 6 8 with 42 in ()

Listing 1.5: A simple example of MExpr with a function sqraddi that
squares the integer on the left hand side and adds it to the integer on
the right hand side.

The set of higher-order functions selected to be implemented as in-
trinsics for MCore are map, mapi, and init. These higher-order functions
are selected based on that they exhibit some form of data-parallelism
and do not rely on inter-thread communication. These criteria excluded
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other well used higher-order functions such as reduce that exhibit data-
parallelism, but rely on inter-thread communication to merge the results.
The details of the selected set of higher-order functions are described in
Section 4.1.1.

For every selected higher-order function, the compiler provides the
three intrinsics seq<fnname>, cuda<fnname>, and predictive<fnname>,
where each function respectively executes on host, device, or at runtime
determines which backend to execute the higher-order function on. In
practice, these intrinsics could be unified under a single intrinsic and
through a compiler option determine which behavior to use. To simplify
the implementation, no unified intrinsic is provided and it is up to the
user to specify the desired behavior in the code. The different intrinsic
variants of the selected higher-order functions and how they are used are
described in Section 4.1.1.

To further simplify the implementation, the function passed as an ar-
gument to the intrinsic higher-order function must be statically provided
and cannot be passed through a variable. This allows for at compile-time
to know exactly which functions that should have device code generated,
as well as which device code that should be invoked. It follows from this
that if the function is to be partially applied, it must be done at the
invocation of the intrinsic higher-order function.

The method used for performing the mechanical microanalysis is
based on a heuristic assumption of how the recursion looks for input
functions to the intrinsics. This heuristic assumes a certain type of poly-
nomial time complexity for input functions, and will thus by design give
incorrect estimates for some inputs. To calculate the execution time a
profiling method similar to what is found in related work [45, 4] is used,
except that there are 2 profiles used in this thesis. One for when code is
executed on host and one for when the code is to be executed on device.

The compiler constructed in this thesis focuses mainly on the code
generation, ignoring stages such as parsing and type checking. This
means that all input programs to the compiler must be pre-parsed pro-
grams and expressions must be statically typed if the type is at any point
needed. The reason for bypassing these steps is that they are generally
well understood and their implementation poses very little interest to
this thesis.

The chosen code generation backends are OCaml [47] for host code
and CUDA [5] for device code. Using OCaml as the backend for host code
allows for simple code generation due to the similar syntax to MCore,
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as well as handling host-side garbage collection for natively compiled
binaries. The choice of CUDA as the backend for device code was partly
motivated by existing access to supported hardware, but also since CUDA
is available through a C++ interface that compiles to native binaries, it
is possible to link generated CUDA code with the generated OCaml code
through the OCaml C interface [48]. The generated OCaml code will be
compiled by ocamlopt and the generated CUDA code will be compiled
by nvcc. The output from both compilers will be linked together to form
a single binary executable.

When compiling higher-order functions to device code, there has to
be a decision on how the parallelism should look, i.e., how individual
elements in the input array get assigned to threads in CUDA. In the case
of the selected higher-order functions where each input element has the
same operations applied in parallel, the naive approach would be to as-
sign one element per thread in CUDA. The risk of giving each element its
own thread is that a large input array would also launch a large number
of threads, possibly resulting in a slowdown from thread scheduling. Op-
timizing the number of threads to use in host-side parallelism has been
the subject of previous work [4, 46]. For CUDA however, it has been
claimed that there is no time penalty for scheduling threads [21, 36]. As
this claim is viewed with a bit of skepticism, the effect that the number of
CUDA threads used by the generated device code has on execution time
is also subject to investigation in this thesis. How this claim is tested is
described in Section 5.1.3.

1.5 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis include:

• A method of compiling intrinsic higher-order functions in a func-
tional language into a mixture of host and device code. The higher-
order functions implemented as intrinsics in this thesis are chosen
to be direct analogs to commonly used higher-order functions, un-
like previous work which either focuses on flexibility in the choice
of backends [39] or on using higher-order functions for optimizing
the parallelism [2]. The compiler introduced in Chapter 4 is able
to compile to 2 different target languages and link them together.

• A method of determining at runtime whether an intrinsic higher-
order function should execute on host or on device. While previous
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work has looked at using microanalysis for runtime decision points
for parallelization, they have focused on the analysis of simpler
languages with non-recursive expressions [4]. The method from
this thesis implements microanalysis for expressions that include
recursion and generates parallelism decision points that in runtime
decides which backend the code should run on. This aspect of the
compiler described in Section 4.3.

1.6 Research Method
The problem statement is experimentally addressed by constructing a
compiler for MCore and evaluating the performance over a set of bench-
marks that measure execution time. These benchmarks compare existing
programs from related work against programs that have been written in
MCore and compiled with the compiler constructed in this thesis.

The compiler used to compile and perform GPU optimization on
MCore is constructed in a manner where it mainly performs the code
generation and any required AST transformations to generate the code.
Besides the code generation and abstract syntax tree (AST) transforma-
tions, the compiler also performs the microanalysis to generate runtime
parallelization decision points.

The speedup in execution time is measured in wall-clock time on a set
of problems that have been selected to have some real-world application
and existing GPU implementations. These problems are implemented in
MCore and compared against the existing GPU-optimized implementa-
tions. The implementation in MCore have speedup measured when the
intrinsic higher-order functions are run on host only, run on device only,
and when the program at runtime determines whether to run an intrinsic
higher-order function on host or device.

All measurements are made on a single hardware platform that con-
sists of commercial components. The exact platform specifications are
presented in Section 5.1.4. To get more context on the performance of
the GPU-optimized programs, the nvprof profiler [49] is used for each
benchmark. This profiler is used to collect information on different as-
pects of the GPU-optimized programs, such as how much time that is
spent in memory transfer and how much time that is spent performing
the actual computations. While other profilers such as Coz [50] can be
used to get better readings on the execution time, the effects of running
both profilers at the same time are unknown and are due to a shortage
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of time not investigated in this thesis. As the context on the execution
time of GPU-optimized programs is considered essential for analyzing
the results, no other profiler than nvprof is used in the benchmarks.

To determine how many elements per thread should be used for GPU-
optimized higher-order functions, as described in Section 1.4, the effects
that the number of elements per thread is investigated on a benchmark
where the performed operation is very simple, analogous to a single pro-
cessor instruction. If the results show that multiple elements per thread
can yield a performance increase, then that will be considered for the
benchmarks that compare against existing solutions. If no significant
performance increase is observed when assigning multiple elements to
each thread, then one element per thread will be used for the bench-
marks that compare against existing solutions.

1.7 Ethics and Sustainability
While this work has no direct significant environmental impact, opti-
mization in code can reduce the load on computers, which in the end
leads to lower power consumption. Though this argument is not as eas-
ily applicable to this thesis since the optimization involves executing on
different hardware.

A more relevant correlation to positive environmental impact is the
ease of access to GPU optimization in programming languages. As many
workstations today contains a graphics card, providing GPU optimiza-
tions in more and more programs can lead to significant speedup without
need for manufacturing new hardware. In the case of workstations that
does not contain a graphics card, GPU optimization could still provide
a positive impact since only a graphics card would have to be purchased
in order to gain speedup, not necessarily replacing any of the existing
components.

From a positive ethical standpoint, this work opens up the field of
GPU optimization to a much larger demographic. Lowering the level of
background knowledge needed to write effective programs can generally
be considered a positive outcome of this work. While it could be argued
that it can have a negative effect by eliminating existing jobs within GPU
optimization, there likely are applications that benefit from fine-grained
GPU optimization not available from intrinsic higher-order functions.
GPU optimization through higher-order functions limits the use of par-
allelism to levels that is not as suitable for applications that have much
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performance to gain from customizable inter-thread communication on
the GPU or by exploiting hardware support for certain operations.

1.8 Outline
The thesis is organized into chapters as follows:

• Chapter 2 explains key concepts and introduces background infor-
mation used in this thesis.

• Chapter 3 describes previous work into parallel implementations of
algorithmic skeletons, as well as previous work with similar models
of execution as algorithmic skeletons.

• Chapter 4 describes the design of the compiler used in this thesis
to perform automatic GPU optimization.

• Chapter 5 outlines the method used to address the problem state-
ment and presents experimental results. The contents of this chap-
ter are complemented by Appendices A, B, and C.

• Chapter 6 discusses the experimental results, the compiler design,
and the premises of this thesis.

• Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions from this thesis and outlines
future work.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces background information to the work performed
in this thesis.

2.1 Miking
The Miking project aims to create a meta-language framework for de-
veloping domain-specific and general-purpose languages [3]. The main
three aspects focused on by the Miking framework are interactive pro-
grammatic modeling, sound language composition, and self-learning com-
pilation. At the center of the Miking framework is the small functional
language MCore.

2.1.1 MCore
MCore [26] is a small functional language designed as a target language
for high-level compilers. The design of MCore aims to enable further com-
pilation into native binaries, to be run through an interpreter, or compi-
lation up into higher-level languages such as JavaScript and OCaml.

MCore itself is divided into two parts, MExpr and MLang. MExpr
is a language where the entire program is defined as a single expression
that closely resembles that of the typed lambda calculus [51, 52]. MLang
is a form of syntactic sugar for MExpr that includes features such as a
defined top-level with multiple expressions and a system for combining
semantics and syntax from individual language fragments. During the
MCore compilation process, the parsed MLang-specific AST nodes are
transformed into MExpr-compatible AST nodes.

14
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MExpr

MExpr is a small functional language based on the typed lambda cal-
culus.1 An MExpr program is a single expression, which internally can
contain additional expressions to allow for more complex behavior. There
is no distinction on which expressions that can be contained in another
expression or which expressions that can make up the program itself. It is
therefore impossible to determine the nested depth of a parsed expression
without any context.

The design of MExpr is intended to be sufficiently low-level such to
make compilation to native targets easy, but still provide some high-
level functionalities such as pattern matching that are likely to exist in
a high-level target.

Expressions can be bound to identifiers in MExpr using the let-
expression. An expression bound with a let-expression has access to the
same context as its parent let-expression, but not the other way around.
The identifier of the bound expression is not available in the body of the
bound expression itself.

For a bound expression to access the identifier that it is bound to, the
binding of the expression must occur in a recursive-expression. There
can be multiple expressions bound in the same recursive-expression, in
which they are allowed to perform mutually recursive function calls. This
is similar to the letrec-statement found in ML languages. An example
of a recursive-expression can be found in Listing 2.1.

While functions does not formally exist in MExpr, the name function
is used to refer to a let-expression where the first expression is a lam-
expression, such as with the let-expression that binds the fib identifier
in Listing 2.1. A lam-expression behaves identically to a λ-term in the
typed lambda calculus [53, p. 103].

To represent a sequence of elements, MExpr introduces the sequence
construct. While languages such as OCaml has different types of se-
quences, such as lists and arrays, to optimize for different scenarios,
MExpr only has a single type of sequence. A sequence in MExpr allows
for prepending elements, as is common with lists, but also for indexed
accesses, as is common with arrays. It is then left to the compiler to
optimize the sequence implementation for the purpose.

1At the time of writing this thesis, the MCore type checker is work-in-progress.
Thus, most of the work carried out was done in an untyped lambda calculus environ-
ment.
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1 mexpr
2 let fib = lam n.
3 recursive
4 let fib_helper = lam x. lam y. lam c.
5 if eqi c n
6 then x
7 else fib_helper y (addi x y) (addi c 1)
8 in
9 fib_helper 0 1 0

10 in
11 utest fib 6 with 8 in ()

Listing 2.1: A fibonnaci function written in MExpr. The utest-
expression on line 11 is an inline unit test that checks equality between
the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the with keyword.

To assist with primitive or otherwise very fundamental operations,
MExpr implements a set of builtin intrinsic expressions that are known
to the compiler. An example of a primitive builtin intrinsic is addi
which performs addition between two integers. Another example of a
non-primitive builtin intrisic expression is readFile which reads data
from an input file.

MLang

MLang is syntactic sugar of MExpr, and most programs in MCore are
written in MLang. Features of MLang include a defined top-level for
binding expressions to identifiers, a system for defining composable lan-
guage fragments with syntax and semantics, and a system for including
other MCore source files. An example of how to define and compose
language fragments is shown in Listing 2.2.

The top-level in MLang is a system for providing global definitions in
a file. Unlike MExpr which are only locally chained let-expressions for
bindings, the global definitions in the MLang top-level can be included
into other files, allowing for modularization of function declarations and
other definitions. Other types of definitions that can be defined at the
MLang top-level include data types, constants, and language fragments.

A language fragment in MLang is set of abstract syntax definitions
and semantics for interpreting that syntax. In the example shown in
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1 lang Integer
2 syn Expr = | Num Int | Succ Expr
3
4 sem eval =
5 | Num n -> Num n
6 | Succ (Num n) -> Num (addi n 1)
7 | Succ (Succ x) -> eval (Succ (eval (Succ x)))
8 end
9

10 lang IntegerCheck = Integer + Boolean
11 syn Expr = | IsZero Expr
12
13 sem eval =
14 | IsZero (Num n) -> if eqi n 0 then True () else False ()
15 | IsZero (Succ x) -> eval (IsZero (eval (Succ x)))
16 end
17
18 mexpr
19 use IntegerCheck in
20 utest eval (IsZero (Succ (Num 0))) with False () in
21 utest eval (Succ (Succ (Num 0))) with Num 2 in
22 ()

Listing 2.2: Smaller language fragments in MLang that are combined into
a larger language. This assumes the existence of a language fragment
Boolean that defines True and False as part of the Expr syntax.

Listing 2.2, there are 3 language fragments, Boolean2, Integer, and
IntegerCheck which all define Expr syntax and eval semantics. The
IntegerCheck fragment combines syntax and semantics from Boolean
and Integer, which allows the IntegerCheck fragment to exploit that
the eval semantics for Succ is handled by the Integer fragment and not
worry about the behavior of Succ apart from that it should not return
itself upon evaluation.

All MLang specific syntax is desugarized and converted into MExpr.
This allows the code generator to only focus on generating code for
MExpr syntax.

2Assumed to be defined at another location, possibly included from another file.
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2.2 Algorithmic Skeletons
Algorithmic skeletons, also known as parallel skeletons, were first intro-
duced by Cole [1] and is the concept of expressing algorithms in terms of
higher-order functions instead of primitive operations. For example, in-
stead of solving a problem with a for-loop that applies a function to each
element in a sequence, an algorithmic skeleton would solve this problem
with an invocation to the map-function. While this method requires the
implementation of several higher-order functions, it allows for easier par-
allelization as assumptions about data-level independence can be made
in the context of a higher-order function. One of the simplest examples
of an algorithmic skeleton is the Farm skeleton, previously presented in
Listing 1.3 from the introduction chapter.

A more complex example of an algorithmic skeleton is divide & con-
quer (D_C), which is described in Equations 2.1 and 2.2 based on the
original description by Cole [1]. The divide & conquer skeleton operates
as a normal divide & conquer algorithm in that it splits the data, per-
forms the operations on the individual elements, and joins the results.
The divide & conquer skeleton generalizes this method of algorithms by
providing an underlying higher-order function that allows the user to
specify how to split the data, how to join the data, and the operation to
perform on individual data elements.

let F = D_C indivisible split join f in (2.1)

F P =
f P if invidisible P

join (map F (split P )) otherwise
(2.2)

Using the divide & conquer skeleton described in Equations 2.1 and
2.2, it is possible to implement mergesort by defining indivisible, split,
join, and f as shown in Listing 2.3.

While these definitions do not provide any form of parallelization on
their own, the map function in Equation 2.2 is known to exhibit data-
parallelism. If the implementation of map provides some form of parallel
optimization, then the mergesort implementation from Listing 2.3 also
becomes parallel optimized.
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1 let indivisible = lam l. lti (length l) 2 in
2 let split = lam l.
3 let len = length l in
4 let mid = divi len 2 in
5 [slice l 0 mid, slice l mid (subi len mid)]
6 in
7 recursive let join = lam l1. lam l2.
8 if null l1 then l2
9 else if null l2 then l1

10 else if lti (head l1) (head l2) then
11 cons (head l1) (join (tail l1) l2)
12 else
13 cons (head l2) (join l1 (tail l2))
14 in
15 let f = lam x. x in -- identity function
16
17 let mergesort = d_c indivisible split join f in
18 utest mergesort [4,0,3,3,7,5] with [0,3,3,4,5,7] in ()

Listing 2.3: A mergesort implementation for integers in MCore using the
divide & conquer skeleton (d_c) from Equations 2.1 and 2.2.

2.3 Lambda lifting
It is commonplace in many functional languages that one can define
functions within other functions such that they are not available outside
of their parent function body. An example of this is shown in Listing 2.4.
This method can be convenient to avoid code duplication of some simple
operation that is used frequently within a single function. However,
sometimes it can be favorable to have all functions defined on a top-
level, for example when compiling a functional language like MCore to a
target language like C that requires all functions to be defined on a single
top-level. But instead of rewriting the code to satisfy this requirement,
the AST can be transformed by the compiler such that all functions are
defined on a top-level. This process is known as lambda lifting and was
introduced by Johnsson [54] in 1985.

While it might seem straight forward to lift a function out to the top-
level, some special cases must be accounted for when the lifted function
is placed in a new scope. Such a case is demonstrated in Listing 2.5,
where lifting the inner function out to the top-level caused an additional
argument to be generated. The cases that can occur and how to han-
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1 let foo = lam x. lam y.
2 let bar = lam z. addi (muli x z) z in
3 bar (addi (subi x y) 2)
4 in
5 utest foo 11 10 with 36 in ()

Listing 2.4: A function defined inside of another function in MCore.

dle them are described in the algorithm by Johnsson [54] that applies
to functional languages that use the let and letrec types of function
declaration, such as OCaml and MCore.

1 let lifted_bar = lam x. lam z. addi (muli x z) z in
2 let foo = lam x. lam y.
3 lifted_bar x (addi (subi x y) 2)
4 in
5 utest foo 11 10 with 36 in ()

Listing 2.5: Same program as shown in Listing 2.4, but with the inner
function bar lifted out to the top-level. Note the extra argument that
was generated for bar.

2.4 Microanalysis
When analyzing the execution time of a program or an algorithm, a com-
mon method used today is to express the execution time asymptotically
in with the dominating terms in the O-notation [41, 40]. More gener-
ally, this method of expressing the execution behavior of programs in
the dominating terms is referred to as macroanalysis [42, 43, 44]. While
the resulting expression from macroanalysis is usually simple, certain
situations require that execution behavior is expressed in terms of all
individual terms, not just the dominating ones. An example of such a
situation is when it is necessary to determine how the execution time of
a program is going to behave for a range of input sizes, not just what
happens when the input size tends to infinity. This fine-grained method
of determining execution behavior is referred to as microanalysis [42, 43,
44, 4].

The ability to mechanically perform microanalysis to estimate execu-
tion time has been stated to be of great importance in applications such
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as compilers, which can use this information for optimization and auto-
matic parallelization [4]. While it would be useful if microanalysis could
precisely determine the execution time of a program, it is an undecidable
problem to determine the execution time as that would provide informa-
tion about whether a program is going to terminate or not [43]. Despite
this, there have been multiple attempts at mechanically estimating the
execution time with microanalysis.

One of the earliest attempts to estimate execution time using micro-
analysis was the Metric system by Wegbreit [45] which analyzes sim-
ple Lisp programs. Metric uses a local cost table for assigning costs to
primitive operations and language overhead activities. If a function is
recursive, then a recursion analysis is performed, resulting in a difference
equation. That difference equation is then passed into a solver which
produces a closed-form expression for the performance of the analyzed
function.

A more recent approach at microanalysis by Reistad and Gifford [4]
uses a similar approach of that to Metric, but applies to any statically
typed programming language with polymorphism. Another difference
to Metric is that the cost reconstruction in the method by Reistad and
Gifford becomes a constraint problem, whereas Metric uses a difference
equation in this scenario. The method by Reistad and Gifford also have
the limitation where they do not consider user-defined recursion. Instead,
their approach focused more on pre-existing higher-order functions such
as map and reduce to express operations on a variable number of ele-
ments.

2.5 CUDA
Following the rise in popularity of executing user-defined procedures on
GPUs [15], Nvidia introduced the CUDA programming model in 2006
that exposes the parallelism of Nvidia GPUs such that they can be used
for general-purpose computation [21, 5, 55]. While CUDA can be used
for most types of procedures, the popular uses of CUDA are usually pro-
cedures that exhibit high data-parallelism, such as matrix multiplication.
An example of a data-parallel procedure implemented in CUDA is shown
in Listing 2.6.

In the context of CUDA it is common to use the name device and
host to refer to the different platforms involved in the execution process.
The name device is used to refer to the GPU executing CUDA code and
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1 # define TPB (128) // threads per block
2 __global__ void gpu_addc (int n, int c, int *v)
3 {
4 // blockDim , blockIdx , threadIdx are automatically
5 // available in the kernel
6 int idx = ( blockDim .x * blockIdx .x) + threadIdx .x;
7 if (idx < n)
8 v[idx] = v[idx] + c;
9 }

10
11 void addc(int n, int c, int *v)
12 {
13 int *gpu_v;
14 cudaMalloc (& gpu_v , n * sizeof (int));
15 cudaMemcpy (gpu_v , v, n * sizeof (int),
16 cudaMemcpyHostToDevice );
17
18 gpu_addc <<<(n + TPB - 1) / TPB , TPB >>>(n, c, gpu_v);
19
20 cudaMemcpy (v, gpu_v , n * sizeof (int),
21 cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost );
22 cudaFree (gpu_v);
23 }

Listing 2.6: Part of a program written in CUDA C++ that uses the GPU
to add a constant c to all elements in a vector v.

the name host is used to refer to the platform that launches the CUDA
application. Similarly, code designated to execute on device is referred
to as device code, and code designated to execute on host is referred to
as host code, which is usually some form of CPU code.

A procedure in CUDA is executed by multiple threads through a
kernel [21]. A kernel is the entry point of a CUDA procedure, from
which all threads start executing the same code. To make the CUDA
procedure able to operate on different data, each thread is assigned one
or more indices that can be used to determine which data that any given
thread should execute on. This process of determining which data a
thread should execute on is demonstrated on Line 6 in Listing 2.6.

To achieve parallelism, these threads are distributed across thread
blocks, where each thread block in turn executes on a single streaming
multiprocessor on the GPU [21]. A single GPU contains multiple stream-
ing multiprocessors [22], which in turn allows for thread blocks themselves
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to execute in parallel.
CUDA is officially available through the CUDA C++ language, but

frameworks are available for other languages as well [56, 57]. Programs
written in CUDA C++ can be compiled with the nvcc compiler from
Nvidia [58].

2.5.1 cuBLAS
cuBLAS (CUDA Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines) is an API developed
by Nvidia for performing various linear algebra operations in CUDA [59].
In cuBLAS the programmer is still required to handle device memory al-
location as when using a regular CUDA kernel, but the linear algebra
operations implemented by cuBLAS are callable from host code, elimi-
nating the need to write any device code. An example implementation
of saxpy using cuBLAS operations is shown in Listing 2.7.

1 void saxpy(int n, double a, const double *x,
2 const double *y, double *out)
3 {
4 double *d_x , *d_y;
5 cublasHandle_t handle ;
6
7 cudaMalloc (&d_x , n * sizeof ( double ));
8 cudaMalloc (&d_y , n * sizeof ( double ));
9 cublasCreate (& handle );

10 cublasSetVector (n, sizeof ( double ), x, 1, d_x , 1);
11 cublasSetVector (n, sizeof ( double ), y, 1, d_y , 1);
12
13 cublasDaxpy (handle , n, &a, d_x , 1, d_y , 1);
14
15 cublasGetVector (n, sizeof ( double ), d_y , 1, out , 1);
16 cublasDestroy ( handle );
17 cudaFree (d_x);
18 cudaFree (d_y);
19 }

Listing 2.7: Performing a saxpy of doubles using cuBLAS.
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Related work

This chapter describes existing frameworks that provide some form of
GPU optimization through higher-order functions.

3.1 Lift
Lift is a functional IR that performs GPU code generation based on
known higher-order functions [2]. The higher-order functions in Lift build
on top of the notion of algorithmic skeletons introduced by Cole [1], where
the functions are designed to be composed with each other in order to
solve a large variety of problems. These functions include analogs to
common higher-order functions such as zip, reduce, and map.

1 partialDot (x: [float]N , y: [float]N ) =
2 (join ◦ mapWrg0(
3 join ◦ toGlobal ( mapLcl0( mapSeq (id))) ◦ split1 ◦
4 iterate6 ( join ◦
5 mapLcl0( toLocal ( mapSeq (id)) ◦
6 reduceSeq (add , 0) ) ◦
7 split2 ) ◦
8 join ◦ mapLcl0( toLocal ( mapSeq (id)) ◦
9 reduceSeq ( multAndSumUp , 0) ) ◦ split2

10 ) ◦ split128 )( zip(x, y) )

Listing 3.1: A partial dot product implemented in Lift. Based on a code
example from Steuwer, Remmelg, and Dubach [2].

Lift targets OpenCL [25] as its backend and uses that to compile the
generated code for GPU. While Lift uses higher-order functions to express

24
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parallelism, it still exposes a lot of low-level flexibility in functions such
as mapWrg, toLocal, and asVector. This is due to that Lift is not intended
to be directly used by a programmer or even be the target language of
a DSL, but instead as a target language for a more generic functional
IR where higher-order functions are expressed in terms of lower-level Lift
functions. The role of Lift in the code generation landscape is visualized
in Figure 3.1. This method of code generation used for Lift differs from
the one used for MCore in that MCore is designed to be the primary
target language of a DSL or general-purpose language compiler. An
example of Lift implementing a higher-order function using a combination
of intrinsic functions with low-level information is shown in Listing 3.1.

DSLs / Skeletons
matrixmul stencil ...

GPU Code

fixed
implementations

+ auto-tuning

lowering

Generic Functional IL/IR
map reduce zip ...

GPU Code

map parallelism
+ optimization

+ code generation

map parallelism
+ optimization

OpenCL Lift IL/IR
mapGlobal toLocal ...

GPU Code

code
generation

Figure 3.1: The GPU code generation landscape of Lift, where higher-
level compilers can perform intermediary optimizations into lower-level
representations. In this landscape, Lift sits at the bottom, generating
GPU code from a function representation after the necessary optimiza-
tions have been performed. This figure is based on Figure 1 in the paper
by Steuwer, Remmelg, and Dubach [2].

3.2 Other Algorithmic Skeleton Implementa-
tions

This section covers other frameworks that enable some form of paralleliza-
tion of algorithmic skeletons but are not subject to further investigation
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in this thesis.

3.2.1 Non-GPU Based Implementations
Following the original book on algorithmic skeletons [1], the early ’90s
saw many attempts at gaining parallel speedup through an algorithmic
skeleton framework. As most of these frameworks predate GPUs as well
as multi-core processors, the backend for parallelism mostly relied on
message passing APIs such as the then up and coming MPI standard [7],
targeting processor clusters such as the AP1000 supercomputer [60] to
gain parallel speedup. This is further reflected by that early attempts
focused on MIMD suitable skeletons such as Pipe [32].

One of the first implementations of algorithmic skeletons was the
Hope+ implementation by Darlington et al. [32] which is a functional
language that targets a C backend. It could provide parallelism through
a small set of pre-defined skeletons such as Farm and Divide & Conquer.

Many of the following implementations were based on the same prin-
ciple that the algorithmic skeletons were constructed in a designated lan-
guage, which was then compiled to another language that had support
or pre-existing APIs for parallelism. Examples of such implementations
are:

• SPP(X), which is based on a skeleton coordination language, tar-
gets a Fortran-77 and MPI backend [33],

• Skil which is a functional language that targets a message-passing
dialect of C [34], and

• P3L, which is based on an instance-based approach, targets a C
and MPI backend [35, 61].

Following these early algorithmic skeleton languages, solutions started
appearing that integrated algorithmic skeletons as libraries to existing
languages. An early example of a library that provided algorithmic skele-
tons to an existing language is Muesli [27] that is a C++ library that
uses MPI as the backend to parallelize algorithmic skeletons. The Muesli
library provides the distributed data structures DistributedArray and
DistributedMatrix which through their member methods can provide
parallel optimization. Such a method is the mapIndexInPlace which
provides a parallel map implementation for the DistributedArray data
structure, shown as an example in Listing 3.3.
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1 double monte_carlo ( double x0 , double y0 , double h, int n)
2 {
3 double res;
4 a = array_create (1, {n,0}, {0,0}, {-1,-1},
5 rand_traj (x0 , y0 , h, n/ netSize ),
6 DISTR_DEFAULT );
7 res = array_fold (ident , (+) , a) / n;
8 array_destroy (a);
9 return (res);

10 }

Listing 3.2: A Skil implementation of a Monte Carlo algorithm for solving
partial differential equations. Based on a code example from Botorog and
Kuchen [34].

1 inline int init(const DistributedArray <int > &A, int i)
2 { return A.get(i); }
3 inline int foo(int c, int i, int Ai)
4 { return c + Ai; }
5 DistributedArray <int > addc(const DistributedArray <int > &A,
6 int c)
7 {
8 DistributedArray <int > R(MSL_ARG1 , curry(init)(A));
9 R. mapIndexInPlace (curry(foo)(c));

10 return R;
11 }

Listing 3.3: A C++ program that uses Muesli to add a constant c to all
values in a distributed array.

A different approach to algorithmic skeletons as libraries to existing
languages, that presented around the same time as Muesli, is the Java-
based library Lithium [28]. The design of Lithium differs from other
related work in that it uses the Java remote method invocation to dis-
tribute the parallel workload over a network. Besides the parallelism,
Lithium provided similar levels of abstraction through algorithmic skele-
tons such as Farm, and Divide & Conquer.

There have been several libraries based on C/C++ and MPI that has
been developed since the introduction of Muesli and Lithium. Examples
of such libraries include eSkel [29], SkeTo [30], and Quaff [31]. Each of
these has certain optimization or flexibility features that set them apart,
though the target backend is still MPI and they all originally targeted
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MIMD hardware architectures. This limited the parallel capability of
some of the algorithmic skeletons to the number of cores in the available
CPU or to those who had access to larger computation clusters.

3.2.2 GPU Based Implementations
While initial attempts at algorithmic skeletons focused on gaining parallel
speedup from message-passing APIs, the emergence of highly parallel
SIMD programming on GPUs saw a shift towards utilizing GPUs to
gain even more speedup. One of the earliest examples of this was the
fusion optimization framework by Sato and Iwasaki [38]. This framework
utilized a source-to-source compiler for C that transforms that skeletons
into CUDA code that can be used to execute the code on GPU. The
framework did not introduce any new syntax, such that it could be used
to run sequentially on a CPU through a macro expansion API. While this
framework does supply a dedicated compilation stage for the algorithmic
skeletons, the hybrid approach of being available as both a library and
as a language feature limits the expressiveness of the skeletons to that of
the C language.

The solutions with GPU accelerated algorithmic skeletons as libraries
were introduced shortly after the framework by Sato and Iwasaki. Two
prominent libraries that were introduced around the same time were
SkePU [36] and SkelCL [37], which were developed independently of each
other. Both of these acts as libraries to C++ and operates on the same
data structure principle as was done in Muesli. What primarily sets
these two libraries apart is that SkelCL only targets an OpenCL backend
for GPU parallelization, while SkePU targets both CUDA and OpenCL
as GPU backends with the option of targeting OpenMP for CPU paral-
lelization. Unlike the framework by Sato and Iwasaki, SkePU and SkelCL
were originally only available as a library to C++. Today SkePU pro-
vides a source-to-source compiler that transforms SkePU integrated C++
programs to different backends [62].

3.2.3 MapReduce
A popular model for cluster computing with a similar interface to paral-
lelism as algorithmic skeletons is the MapReduce model that uses a map
interface to dispatch workers and a reduce interface to merge the worker
results [63]. Hadoop [64] and Spark [65] are well-known frameworks that
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1 void main(int argc , char *argv [])
2 {
3 SkelCL :: init ();
4 /* create skeletons */
5 SkelCL :: Reduce <float > sum(
6 "float sum (float x,float y){ return x+y;}");
7 SkelCL ::Zip <float > mult(
8 "float mult(float x,float y){ return x*y;}");
9 float *a_ptr = new float[ ARRAY_SIZE ];

10 float *b_ptr = new float[ ARRAY_SIZE ];
11 fillArray (a_ptr , ARRAY_SIZE );
12 fillArray (b_ptr , ARRAY_SIZE );
13
14 SkelCL :: Vector <float > A(a_ptr , ARRAY_SIZE );
15 SkelCL :: Vector <float > B(b_ptr , ARRAY_SIZE );
16
17 /* execute skeletons */
18 SkelCL :: Scalar <float > C = sum(mult(A, B));
19 float c = C. getValue (); /* fetch result */
20 delete [] a_ptr; delete [] b_ptr;
21 }

Listing 3.4: A dot-product implemented in SkelCL. Based on a code
example from Steuwer, Kegel, and Gorlatch [37].

implement this model, with Spark also having support for offloading work
to GPUs [66].

While the MapReduce principle of using the higher-order functions
map and reduce to solve problems coincides with the concept of algorith-
mic skeletons, these frameworks also expose much control in the code
over how the parallelism is carried out. This differs from the approach
used in this thesis which aims to abstract as much parallelism as possible
through the semantics of higher-order functions.

3.2.4 AnyDSL
AnyDSL is a framework that uses partial evaluation for writing high-
performance code [39]. It differs from previous frameworks in that it
does not implement any algorithmic skeletons directly as higher-order
functions, but instead enables the implementation of parallelized algo-
rithmic skeletons through intrinsic higher-order functions that can target
different parallel backends. The AnyDSL framework consists of two main
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languages, Thorin and Impala. Thorin is an IR with partial evaluation,
where Impala is described as syntactic sugar for Thorin.

Examples of the intrinsic higher-order functions in Thorin that en-
ables execution on parallel backends include parallel and cuda, which
both accept functions as arguments, specifying the code to be executed
in parallel. For these examples, a function passed to parallel will be
executed in parallel on C++ threads, and a function passed cuda will in-
stead be executed in parallel on a GPU. However, these parallel backends
require a different set of input arguments to specify the parallel execu-
tion properties for that backend. As such, just relying on the method of
providing input functions to these provided intrinsics for parallelization
requires that the parallel backend is specified at the same point in the
code where the function is used.

To separate the code from how the parallelism is carried out, Thorin
uses the concept of a generator which is an abstract form of a loop
that can be passed as an argument to a function. Using a generator,
the backend can be passed as an argument to the function, instead of
providing the function as an argument to the backend as it was described
with parallel and cuda above. This allows the programmer to write
parallel procedures that assume the existence of some data-parallel loop,
and then that loop can later be passed as an argument to that procedure.
An example of how this is applied to create a platform-independent map
skeleton is shown in Listing 3.5.
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1 let my_par_map = abs_mymap (par (8)); // user code
2
3 type Loop1D = fn(i32 , i32 , fn(i32) -> ()) -> ();
4 type MyMap = fn(fn(i32) -> i32 , &mut[i32], i32) -> ();
5
6 fn abs_mymap (loop: Loop1D ) -> MyMap {
7 |f: fn(i32) -> i32 , a: &mut[i32], n: i32|
8 for i in loop (0, n) {
9 let e = a(i);

10 a(i) = f(e)
11 }
12 }
13
14 fn @par(n_t: i32) -> Loop1D {|a,b,f| parallel (n_t ,a,b,f)}

Listing 3.5: A platform-independent map implemented in Impala. Using
the parallel backend as a use case example. The par function creates a
1D generator that is used to specify how the abs_mymap function should
execute. This code example is based on the paper by Leißa et al. [39]
but has not been verified to execute.



Chapter 4

Compiler Design

This chapter covers the design of the compiler used to translate MCore
programs into other high-level languages, which can be further compiled
into native binaries. As stated in Section 1.6, this compiler only per-
forms code generation, as well as any AST transformations that might be
needed, and the microanalysis to generate parallelization decision points.
This means that the inputs to the compiler are in the form of an AST.
As stated in Section 1.4, the compiler only focuses on the MExpr aspect
of MCore. The translation of MLang into MExpr has been implemented
as a proof of concept in the official MCore interpreter [26]. The compiler
used in this thesis to compile MCore programs is itself be implemented in
MCore. Since this compiler is constructed specifically for this thesis and
thus not necessarily representative of the future official MCore compiler,
this compiler is referred to as FLAGON1 to avoid any confusion with the
future official MCore compiler.

The compiler generate code for two target languages, OCaml and
CUDA. OCaml is the target language for code intended to run on host.
CUDA is the target for code intended to run on device, where the CUDA
target code is the official CUDA C++ language [5]. From an input
AST, the compiler generate two files, one OCaml file and one CUDA
file. These files are then intended to be compiled and linked using the
existing ocamlopt and nvcc tools. How this process is performed is
further described in Section 5.1.4.

All standard MCore code is generated only for OCaml. The code
generation to CUDA is enabled by adding a set of data-parallel intrinsics,
which when encountered will for that intrinsic generate CUDA code that

1Functional Language compiler with Automatic Gpu OptimizatioN
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can be invoked from OCaml.

4.1 Intrinsic Functions
Some intrinsics are included in the FLAGON compiler that are not part
of standard MCore, mainly for two reasons. Either an intrinsic is imple-
mented as one of the higher-order functions referred to in the problem
statement, or an intrinsic is introduced to ensure that the compiler con-
tains the functionality necessary or convenient to implement some of the
benchmarks, such as a random number generator.

4.1.1 Data-parallel Intrinsics
Three semantically different higher-order functions are added as intrinsics
to the compiler, map, mapi, and init. These higher-order functions are
each implemented in the compiler as three different intrinsic functions, a
variant that executes on host, a variant that executes on device, and a
predictive variant that in runtime determines whether it should execute
on host or device. The names of the variants for each of these higher-
order functions are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Overview of the data-parallel intrinsics implemented in the
compiler. The left-most column lists the name of the abstract function
that describes the functional behavior.
Function Host Variant Device Variant Predictive Variant
map seqMap cudaMap predictiveMap
mapi seqMapi cudaMapi predictiveMapi
init seqInit cudaInit predictiveInit

These three higher-order functions have been selected on the basis
that they are commonly used functions with implementations in popu-
lar functional languages, that they exhibit perfect data-parallelism with-
out the need for inter-thread communication, and that they have a pre-
dictable output size given that the type in the output sequence also has
a predictable size.

The map function takes a function as an argument and applies that
function to all elements in a sequence. The mapi function works just
like map, except that it also provides the index of the element that is
being applied as an argument to the function. The init function, unlike
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map and mapi, does not take a sequence as input and instead initializes
a sequence where each element is initialized by a function that takes the
index of the element as an input argument.

For the functions seqMap, seqMap, and seqMap, this behavior trans-
lates directly into MCore code. The function prototypes for these func-
tions and use case examples are shown in Listing 4.1.

1 seqMap: (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
2 seqMapi: (Int -> a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
3 seqInit: Int -> (Int -> a) -> [a]
4
5 utest seqMap (addi 2) [0, 3] with [2, 5] in
6 utest seqMapi (addi) [0, 3] with [0, 4] in
7 utest seqInit 5 (addi 2) with [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] in

Listing 4.1: Signatures for the seqMap, seqMapi, and seqInit intrinsics
and examples of how they operate. The types a and b represent
polymorphic types.

cudaMap, cudaMapi, cudaInit

The device variants cudaMap, cudaMapi, and cudaInit have the same
functional effect as their host counterparts, except for an extra argument
that specifies how many many elements to run per CUDA thread. This
extra ”elements per thread” argument is evaluated at runtime and is not
necessarily static when compiled to a native binary. The implications
that this might have on runtime performance is discussed in Section
4.2.3.

While it has been claimed that more elements per thread yield no
advantage in CUDA [21, 36], the effect that the number of elements per
thread has on execution time is still of interest to this thesis as discussed
in Section 1.4. How the effect that multiple elements per CUDA thread
has on execution time is described in Section 5.1.3.

This extra argument also results in that the function signatures for
cudaMap, cudaMapi, and cudaInit look slightly different from their cor-
responding host variants, as shown in Listing 4.2. However, the argu-
ments that follow the initial element per thread argument are the same
as for the host variants.

As mentioned in Section 1.4, the device variants relies on that the
function argument is statically applied. This is not required for the
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1 cudaMap: Int -> (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
2 cudaMapi: Int -> (Int -> a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
3 cudaInit: Int -> Int -> (Int -> a) -> [a]

Listing 4.2: Signatures for the cudaMap, cudaMapi, and cudaInit
intrinsics. The first argument to each of these functions specifies
the number of elements per thread. The types a and b represent
polymorphic types. These functions are functionally equivalent to their
host counterparts from Listing 4.1 given that the elements per thread
arguments is ≥ 1.

host variants where the function is allowed to be passed through a vari-
able. Statically applying the function allows the compiler to know exactly
which functions to generate device code for, simplifying the implementa-
tion and not needing to generate device code for functions that will never
be passed as arguments to one of these higher-order intrinsics. How sup-
port for non-static function applications could be implemented for the
device variants is discussed in Section 6.1.

predictiveMap, predictiveMapi, predictiveInit

Each of the predictive variants predictiveMap, predictiveMapi, and
predictiveInit retains the same signatures and functional effects as
their corresponding host variants, but instead attempts to predict in
runtime which backend is the fastest and execute the higher-order func-
tion there. The signatures for the predictive variants are shown in Listing
4.3.

1 predictiveMap: (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
2 predictiveMapi: (Int -> a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
3 predictiveInit: Int -> (Int -> a) -> [a]

Listing 4.3: Signatures for the predictiveMap, predictiveMapi, and
predictiveInit intrinsics. The types a and b represent polymorphic
types. These functions are functionally equivalent to their host
counterparts that are shown in Listing 4.1.

Unlike the non-predictive device variants, these are hardcoded to run
with one element per CUDA thread. This also means that they have
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identical function signatures as the higher-order functions they are based
on.

Each of the predictive variants generates code both for the corre-
sponding host-only variant as well as for the corresponding device-only
variant. Thus the requirement of statically applying the function carries
over from the device-only variant. To select which of these variants that
should be run, an if-expression is generated by the compiler where the
condition is an expression that attempts in runtime to predict which of
the two variants will take the least amount of time to run. The expres-
sion is based on the applied function and any of its partially applied
arguments. How this expression is constructed by the compiler and how
it attempts to predict which of the two variants that will take the least
amount of time to run is described in Section 4.3.

4.1.2 Other Intrinsics
Besides the data-parallel intrinsics, other intrinsics that are not part of
standard MCore are added to the compiler to provide functionality that
is required or convenient to implement some of the benchmarks in Section
5.1.2.

Float Intrinsics

The intrinsics sqrtf, expf, and logf compute
√
x, ex, and ln(x) respec-

tively for a Float argument x. They are added as intrinsics since both
OCaml and CUDA already provide efficient implementations of all three,
as well as to save time on the compiler implementation.

1 sqrtf: Float -> Float
2 expf: Float -> Float
3 logf: Float -> Float
4
5 utest sqrtf 16.0 with 4.0 in
6 utest expf (logf 2.0) with 2.0 in ()

Listing 4.4: Signatures for the float intrinsics and examples of how they
operate.
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Randomness Intrinsics

To generate random numbers, two intrinsics are added: randUniformf
and randNormalf.

1 randUniformf: Float -> Float -> Float
2 randNormalf: Float -> Float -> Float
3
4 let urand = randUniformf 0.0 1.0 in
5 utest and (geqf urand 0.0) (leqf urand 1.0) with true in
6
7 let mu = 0.0 in
8 let sigma = 1.0 in
9 let nrand = randNormalf mu sigma in ()

Listing 4.5: Signatures for the randomness intrinsics.

randUniformf takes two Float arguments a and b and generates a
uniformly distributed random Float in the range [a,b].

randNormalf takes two Float arguments mu and sigma and generates
a gaussian distributed Float with mean value mu and standard deviation
sigma.

As neither randUniformf nor randNormalf accepts a seed argument,
a program containing either of these intrinsics is not guaranteed to pro-
duce the same output from multiple runs. While a seed function could be
implemented to eliminate parts of this uncertainty, it was not considered
to be of interest to this thesis.

Iteration Intrinsics

As is later explained in Section 4.2.2, the FLAGON compiler generates
MCore sequences as OCaml arrays. Due to this design decision, opera-
tions such as cons x xs takes O(n) time as the entire xs array has to
be copied to a different location. Therefore, to perform iterative opera-
tions on sequences, such as accumulative sums, a traverse intrinsic is
added to the compiler. In the official MCore interpreter [26] sequences
are not implemented as arrays and do not suffer from the same issue as
the compiler in this thesis does.

The traverse intrinsic takes three arguments: a function f, an accu-
mulative value acc, and a sequence xs where f is applied on all elements
in xs in order. The first argument to f is the result of the application
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1 traverse: (b -> a -> b) -> b -> [a] -> [b]
2
3 let accsumf = traverse addf 0.0 in
4 utest accsumf [2.0, 1.0, 3.0] with [2.0, 3.0, 6.0] in

Listing 4.6: Signature for the traverse intrinsic as well an example
accumulative sum implementation using traverse. The types a and b
represent polymorphic types.

with f on the previous element in the sequence. When f is applied to
the first value in xs, then the first argument to f is the acc argument.
Example usage of the traverse intrinsic is shown in Listing 4.6.

4.2 Code Generation
The code generation for a provided AST is split into two parts. First, the
provided AST is lambda lifted and then the compiler starts generating
OCaml code for the entire AST. If during the OCaml code generation
process a device or predictive data-parallel intrinsic is encountered, then
CUDA code will also be generated when necessary. All generated OCaml
code is written to a single file, as is all generated CUDA code. It is then
up to external tools to further translate these two generated files to binary
executables. How this can be performed is demonstrated in Listing 5.1.

4.2.1 Lambda Lifting
In MExpr there is no defined top-level where functions must be located.
A function in MExpr is a lambda expression that can be nested arbitrarily
deep. This poses no problem when compiling to OCaml code, as OCaml
allows for functions to be defined in other functions, where the inner
function can access its parent functions scope. But as CUDA is based on
C++ syntax, which requires all function definitions to be on a common
top-level, it is required that no function is defined inside another function
when generating CUDA code. This issue is solved by applying lambda
lifting to the input AST. This transforms the AST in such a way that a
lambda expression can only appear after another lambda expression or
as the first expression in a let expression that is not part of the body of
another let expression. This creates an artificial top-level in the MExpr
AST, allowing for a more straight forward code generation to CUDA.
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The algorithm used by the compiler to perform lambda lifting is based
on the one presented by Johnsson [54]. As the syntax for functions is
slightly different between MCore and the language used by Johnsson,
some additional metadata had to be added to the AST to determine if
a lam-expression is part of a function definition or if it is an anonymous
lambda.

4.2.2 OCaml Code Generation
The primary target language of the compiler is OCaml which is used for
all host designated operations. As the syntax of MExpr is very similar to
that of OCaml, the code generation becomes in many aspects a pretty-
printing of the AST with some keywords being given different names.
Exceptions to this include function definitions that require a bit of pre-
processing since the arguments to a function in OCaml appear on the
left side of the equality sign while function argument in MCore appear
to the right of the equality sign. This difference is exemplified in Listing
4.7.

1 (* Function definition in OCaml *)
2 let foo x y = (x * x) + y
3
4 -- Function definition in MCore
5 let foo = lam x. lam y. addi (muli x x) y

Listing 4.7: An OCaml function definition at the top and the same
function implemented in MCore at the bottom.

A key decision that had to be made for the code generation was how
to represent MExpr sequences in OCaml. There are two ways to natively
represent a sequence in OCaml, either as a list or as an array, as opposed
to MExpr which only has one way to represent sequences. Out of these
options, it was decided to generate MExpr sequences into OCaml arrays.
The main reason behind this decision is to reduce the overhead when
invoking the CUDA functions as the sequences would at some point have
to be converted into an array before being used by the device functions.

A downside of representing MExpr sequences as arrays in OCaml is
that common operations such as adding an element to the start of a list
become O(n). To not make the host code slower than it needs to be,
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the host variants of the intrinsic data-parallel higher-order functions are
implemented using pre-existing OCaml functions as shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: How the host variants of the intrinsic higher-order functions
are generated in OCaml.

Host Variant Generated in OCaml as
seqMap Array.map
seqMapi Array.mapi
seqInit Array.init

4.2.3 CUDA Code Generation
The code generation to CUDA occurs only when a device or predictive
variant of the intrinsic data-parallel higher-order functions is encoun-
tered at the OCaml code generation stage. At this moment the compiler
looks at the function that is statically applied to the intrinsic higher-
order function and generates CUDA device code for it, as well as for any
subsequent function used within. If the compiler cannot generate CUDA
code for some encountered function, the compiler will return an error and
terminate.

There has not been any detailed analysis as part of this thesis on
what can and what cannot be compiled to CUDA code. Any limitation
on what the CUDA code generation cannot do has been a conscious
decision to simplify the implementation. Some of the key limitations
that the CUDA code generation puts on encountered functions are:

• The functions cannot themselves contain invocations to a data-
parallel intrinsic. This limitation on nested intrinsics is in place to
simplify the CUDA code generation.

• The types of values used in the functions can only be Int, Float, or
a sequence of those types. A sequence containing other sequences
is not allowed. This limitation on types is in place to simplify the
memory interface between OCaml and CUDA.

• The value returned from an expression within the functions can
only of type Int, Float, or Bool. It is not allowed to return a
sequence containing any of these. This limitation on sequences
is in place to avoid managing dynamic memory allocation on the
device.
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In the case that an expression returns a value of type Bool, it can
be used in conjunction with other expressions, but it cannot be as-
signed to a variable. This is not a limitation of how the device code
is generated, but a design decision to simplify the implementation
of the interface between OCaml and CUDA.

As it is known that the AST has been lambda lifted before this stage,
the compiler can safely assume that all values used within a function
are passed as arguments to that function. All encountered functions by
the CUDA code generator are therefore generated as top-level device
functions that can invoke each other and be called by the kernel. Any
let-expression within a function can therefore also be safely assumed to
be a variable and is generated as such in CUDA.

1 recursive let fibwork = lam p. lam c. lam i. lam n.
2 if eqi i n then c
3 else fibwork c (addi p c) (addi i 1) n
4 in
5 let fib = lam n. fibwork 1 0 0 n in
6 let g = lam x. x in
7 let f = lam x. addi (g x) (fib x) in
8 let _ = cudaMap 1 f arr in ()

Listing 4.8: An MExpr program that invokes a data-parallel intrinsic.

For any of the encountered standard MCore intrinsics, such as addi,
an inline device function is generated with a predetermined definition.
As many intrinsic primitive operations in CUDA use infix syntax, this
method bypasses the need for performing prefix to infix conversion on the
AST. The compiler will reuse the previously generated inline function is
the same intrinsic is encountered again.

To invoke the generated device function that was applied to the in-
trinsic higher-order function, a CUDA kernel is generated that iterates
over the specified number of elements per thread in a for-loop, applying
the device function on each index. As the number of elements per thread
is determined at runtime, this for-loop is also present when the number
of elements per thread is 1. This also includes the predictive variants of
the intrinsic higher-order functions, which always run with 1 element per
thread.

The generated host code that launches the kernel handles the inter-
face between CUDA and OCaml. To interface the binary formats from
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1 __device__ inline int gpu_addi (int x, int y)
2 { return x + y;}
3 __device__ inline bool gpu_eqi (int x, int y)
4 { return x == y;}
5
6 __device__ int fibwork (int p, int c, int i, int n) {
7 return gpu_eqi (i, n) ? c :
8 fibwork (c, gpu_addi (p, c), gpu_addi (i, 1), n);
9 }

10 __device__ int fib(int n) { return fibwork (1, 0, 0, n);}
11 __device__ int g(int x) { return x;}
12 __device__ int f(int x) { return gpu_addi (g(x), fib(x));}
13
14 __global__
15 void kern_f (value *in , value *out , int n, int ept) {
16 int bgn = (( blockIdx .x* blockDim .x)+ threadIdx .x) * ept;
17 int end = min(bgn + ept , n);
18 for (int i = bgn; i < end; i++) {
19 int v = Int_val (in[i]);
20 out[i] = Val_int (f(v));
21 }
22 }

Listing 4.9: How the generated cuda code looks for the example from
Listing 4.8. The type value and the calls to Int_val and Val_int are
part of the OCaml interface towards C. The generated code that launches
the kernel has been omitted for simplicity.

CUDA and OCaml, the OCaml C interface library is used [48]. This
includes converting the received types from OCaml format to CUDA
format, initializing parameters, and initializing the return value. The
only exception to this interface is the binary conversion of elements in
sequences, which is performed in parallel on device.

Using this interface without dynamic memory allocation in the device
code means that no garbage collector has to be implemented, as OCaml’s
garbage collector handles the input and output arrays. The only memory
management that needs to be generated as part of the CUDA host code
is for the device memory that contains the input and output sequences.
This is due to that the details of how this memory is to be allocated,
transferred, and freed is known at compile-time and not dependent on the
internal behavior of the function passed as an argument to the intrinsic
higher-order function.
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cudaMap 1 fhost code
& kernel

f = lam x. addi (g x) (fib x)device
function

addiinline
device function

g = lam x. xdevice
function

fib = lam n. fibwork 1 0 0 ndevice
function

fibwork = lam p. lam c. lam i. lam n.
if eqi i n then c
else fibwork c (addi p c) (addi i 1) n

device
function

eqiinline
device function

Figure 4.1: Example of when the CUDA functions in Listing 4.9 are
generated for the program in Listing 4.8. The non-dotted arrows indicate
subsequent function discoveries by the compiler. Intrinsic functions are
marked in bold.

When the CUDA host code launches a kernel, it first queries the de-
vice to extract information on how many threads per block it can handle.
The kernel is then launched with the maximum number of threads per
block and as many blocks as necessary to perform all the computations.
This process is shown in Listing 4.10.

4.3 Automatic Parallelization Decision Points
To at runtime determine which backend to run the predictive intrinsics
predictiveMap, predictiveMapi, or predictiveInit on, the execution
cost of the applied function is estimated for both OCaml and CUDA using
a mechanical microanalysis that is implemented in the compiler. Like the
methods used by Wegbreit [45] and Reistad and Gifford [4], the model of
estimating execution cost for the predictive intrinsics is based on the costs
of individual operations such as an addi- or an if-expression that are
specified in a cost profile. But whereas those models result in a difference
equation or a constraint problem, this predictive model used here is based
on a heuristic assumption, which is introduced in Section 4.3.1. The
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1 int elemPerBlock ;
2 int blocks ;
3 int threads ;
4 cudaDeviceGetAttribute (& threads ,
5 cudaDevAttrMaxThreadsPerBlock ,
6 0);
7 elemPerBlock = threads * elemPerThread ;
8 blocks = (n + elemPerBlock - 1) / elemPerBlock ;
9 genkernel <<<blocks , threads >>>(...);

Listing 4.10: How the number of threads and blocks are calculated in
the generated code. The genkernel invocation on Line 9 launches the
CUDA kernel with the specified number of blocks and threads per block.

output of the model used in this thesis is an expression in terms of the
input variables to the applied function, which will be evaluated at runtime
by the predictive intrinsics. The use of cost profiles is further explained
in Section 4.3.2.

The execution cost is modeled after execution time but does not con-
form to any specific unit of time. The goal of the model is that the
backend with the lowest execution cost should be the same as the back-
end with the lowest execution time. To achieve this goal, the model aims
to make the proportion in execution cost for OCaml and CUDA become
the same as their proportion in execution time. Equation 4.1 formalizes
this aim where Chost and Cdevice denote the estimated execution cost for
OCaml and CUDA respectively. The variables thost and tdevice in Equa-
tion 4.1 denote the execution time in seconds for OCaml and CUDA
respectively.

Chost

Cdevice
= thost

tdevice
(4.1)

4.3.1 The Heuristic
When performing a parallel procedure on a GPU, it is often common
to iterate over elements in a sequence, such as when performing the dot
product aspect in a matrix multiplication. The length of this iteration
is often determined by a size parameter, and not by the result of any of
the performed computations. In the case of MCore and other functional
languages that do not natively support for-loops, this iteration has to be
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implemented by tail recursion.
The heuristic assumption used for estimating execution cost is there-

fore that a function which is called recursively will be invoked a number
of times corresponding to the greatest value in the condition from any
of the if-expressions in the function body. In other words, the heuristic
assumption can be formulated as that an if-expression in a recursively
invoked function only checks for the number of iterations in relation to
a counter and a size value. An example where this assumption holds is
shown in Listing 4.11. An example where this assumption fails is shown
in Listing 4.12.

1 let dot = lam a. lam b. lam n.
2 recursive let dotwork = lam acc. lam i.
3 if eqi i n
4 then acc
5 else dotwork (addf acc (mulf (get a i) (get b i)))
6 (addi i 1)
7 in
8 dotwork 0.0 0

Listing 4.11: A dot-product between two Float sequences a and b in
MCore. Here the heuristic correctly determines that the time complexity
of the function scales as O(n).

1 recursive let ack = lam m. lam n.
2 if eqi m 0 then addi n 1
3 else if eqi n 0 then ack (subi m 1) 1
4 else ack (subi m 1) (ack m (subi n 1))
5 end

Listing 4.12: The Ackermann–Péter function implemented in MCore, an
example where the heuristic fails. The time complexity of this function is
known to scale much faster than linear, though the heuristic will conclude
that it scales as O(m+ n).

The reason for making this heuristic assumption is to get an expres-
sion that describes the execution cost of a function over a range of inputs
since the execution cost of some functions grows faster than others but
might be relatively inexpensive for small inputs. As explained in Section
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2.4, no algorithm exists2 that can precisely express the execution cost
of an arbitrary function, not even express what happens to the cost for
large values. Since this model must be able to estimate execution cost for
functions with user-defined recursion, it was decided to base the model
on a heuristic assumption. Using a more sophisticated model such as the
one used by Metric [45] or the probabilistic model described by Knuth
[41] would be interesting to look further into, but they were considered
to be outside the scope of this thesis.

How this heuristic assumption is used to construct the execution cost
expression is described in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2 Cost Profiles
Another factor considered by the predictive model is that the time to
perform an operation in CUDA is not necessarily the same as the time it
takes to perform the operation in OCaml. To address this issue, for each
backend the model uses a different set of costs for intrinsic operations,
known as cost profiles. A cost profile in this compiler is implemented
as a lookup table with predetermined costs for intrinsic functions and
expressions in MCore, similar to the methods used by Wegbreit [45] and
Reistad and Gifford [4]. Almost all intrinsic functions and expressions
in MCore have a matching value in the cost profiles, with the exceptions
being the parts of MCore that the FLAGON compiler cannot compile to
GPU. Thus the predictive model will fail to construct a cost expression in
the situation that it encounters an intrinsic function or expression that
does not have a designated value in the cost profile. However, this is
not considered an issue that needs to be addressed, since the predictive
model only will be used when compiling to GPU.

The values used in the cost profiles are tuned manually. While it could
be possible to construct a program that performs this automatically, it
was decided to perform this process manually in the interest of saving
time as well as due to that automatic tuning of individual operation costs
is considered outside the scope of this thesis. How these cost profiles are
manually tuned is expanded upon in Section 5.1.1.

2The existence of such an algorithm would provide an algorithm for the halting
problem.
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4.3.3 Calculating Execution Cost
The expression for the execution cost of a predictive intrinsic is con-
structed in two passes. The first pass applies the heuristic assumption
from Section 4.3.1 to find all recursively invoked function and the vari-
ables that describe how many times that a recursive function will be
invoked. The second pass uses recursive information from the previous
pass along with a cost profile to traverse the AST to determine the cost
of individual expressions and their children.

The result is an execution cost that is expressed in terms of the in-
put variables that are directly applied to the function argument for the
predictive intrinsic. This function that is the argument to the predictive
intrinsic is referred to as the entry function.

In the case of CUDA, some additional terms and factors are added
to the resulting expression. These are put in place to represent invoca-
tion overhead and parallelism advantages when running code on CUDA.
Exactly what these terms and factors are and what they represent in
presented towards the end of this section.

Applying the Heuristic

As the predictive model outputs an expression in terms of the input
arguments, the recursions of any internally invoked function must have
their arguments converted to be expressed in terms of the arguments to
the entry function. As it is known that lambda lifting has been applied
to the AST, it can safely be assumed that any value encountered in
a function is either relates to an argument in the entry function or is a
constant. If an encountered value originates from a sequence access, then
that value is set to 1. This simplification is put in place to avoid scanning
the input array when deciding which backend to execute on, as this could
be time-consuming for large input arrays. If a value encountered in an
if-condition is a Float, then that value is rounded down to the nearest
integer. Anything that is not an Integer or a Float will be ignored by
this pass.

As demonstrated in Figure 4.2, the heuristic substitutes the argu-
ments to the functions based on the inputs from their first invocation
relative to the entry function. If a function is invoked with different
arguments in separate places, then the heuristic chooses the arguments
of the invocation that was encountered first. The order in which the
function invocations are traversed depends on the implementation, but
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predictiveMap (f pVar) pArr
[a 7→ pVar]
[b 7→ 1]

f = lam a. lam b. g a b

[x 7→ pVar]
[acc 7→ 1]

g = lam x. lam acc.
if eqi x 0 then acc
else g (subi x 1) (h x acc)

Recursion detected in
terms of pVar and 0.

cost(g)
=

max(pVar, 0) ∗ cost(g.body)
[n 7→ pVar]
[v 7→ 1]

h = lam n. lam v.
if eqi n 0 then v
else if eqi v 1 then n
else h (subi n 1) (addi v 1)

Recursion detected in
terms of pVar, 0, 1, and 1.

cost(h)
=

max(pVar, 0, 1, 1) ∗ cost(h.body)

Figure 4.2: Example of how the heuristic determines how functions are
recursive in respect to the input variables. The expressions on the left
informally illustrates the effect of the heuristic when this information is
applied in the predictive model. The substitution [b 7→ 1] at the first step
is due to that the argument to b is extracted as part of an array access.
Underlined symbols in the expressions represent the values identified by
the heuristic as the values that the function is recursive against.

for the implementation used here, it comes down to the order in which
child nodes are defined in the language syntax, choosing children that
are defined higher up in the file first.

If a function is discovered to have a recursive call when traversing the
AST, that function is labeled to be invoked a number of times correspond-
ing to the maximum value encountered in an if-condition anywhere in
the function body. In the example showed in Figure 4.2 the heuristic
would classify the function as having complexity O(pVar2). The output
of this pass is referred to as the recursion variable relation.
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Creating the Cost Expression

Using the information from the heuristic pass, the AST is traversed from
the entry function, assigning cost for each AST node based on a cost
profile. For a given AST node a, a cost profile P , a recursion variable
relation R, and a visited set V , the cost function is computed as shown
in Equation 4.2:

cost(a, P, R, V ) =



Precursion, if a ∈ V

max(Ra) ·
(

Pa +
∑

c ∈ a.children

cost(c, P, R, V ∪ {a})
)

, if Ra 6= ∅

Pa +
∑

c ∈ a.children

cost(c, P, R, V ∪ {a}), otherwise

(4.2)
The expression Pa in Equation 4.2 is the predetermined cost of the

AST node a by the cost profile P . The expression Ra represents the
set of all variables that the heuristic determined represents the number
of recursive calls to a. The expression Precursion is the cost of a single
recursive call, as predetermined by the cost profile P . The first case in
Equation 4.2 where the Precursion cost is encountered represents the base
case for recursion, in the case that a reference to a previously visited
node is encountered.

The second case in Equation 4.2 represents when a function definition
is encountered which was discovered to be recursive during the heuristic
pass. This case is also portrayed by the expressions to the left in Figure
4.2.

The third case in Equation 4.2 represents the regular case of a non-
recursive expression, which is the same as the second case except for the
recursion factor max(Ra).

Additional Terms and Factors for CUDA

Besides the possibility of individual operations having different execution
times between CUDA and OCaml, since CUDA code uses a different ex-
ecution model to regular OCaml code, there are some extra terms and
factors that can affect the execution time for CUDA [23]. Three such
values, α, β, and γ that represent the effects a GPU has on execution
time, have been taken into account when constructing the cost expres-
sion for CUDA. These three values, like the cost profiles, are also tuned
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manually for a specific backend.
The first value that has been taken into account is α, which denotes

a fixed latency overhead that is independent of the function that is being
executed or the properties of its input data. This term is taken into
account due to that executing code on a GPU can cause a non-negligible
overhead due to drivers and API calls [23].

The second value that has been taken into account is β, which repre-
sents the time spent transferring to and allocating memory on the GPU.
The major difference between α and β is that, while the effect of α is
independent of the properties on the input data, the amount that β con-
tributes to the execution cost is proportional to the size of the input
and output arrays. This behavior for β is motivated due to the limited
bandwidth GPUs have for transferring data between it and the CPU [23,
22].

The third and final value that has been taken into account is the
parallelism denominator γ. This value is used to express how parallel
the execution is on the GPU by dividing the resulting entry function
cost from Equation 4.2.

These three values are then used to construct the cudacost function
as shown in Equation 4.3, where ntotal represents the total number of
elements from sequences that have to be copied between the host and
device. The values for α, β, and γ are tuned manually in the same way
as for the cost profiles. This tuning process is further explained in Section
5.1.1

cudacost(a, P,R, V, ntotal, α, β, γ) = α+β ·ntotal +
cost(a, P,R, V )

γ
(4.3)



Chapter 5

Evaluation

This chapter introduces the method for evaluating the problem statement
in Section 1.3 and presents the experimental results from evaluating the
said method. The method consists both of how the cost profiles are
tuned and how the execution time for the different variants of data-
parallel instrinics in the FLAGON compiler compare against each other
and related work. The experimental results from these two aspects are
presented in sections 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.

5.1 Method
The evaluation of the problem statement takes place in three parts:

1. First, the cost profiles from Section 4.3.2 are tuned based on a ded-
icated set of training programs. Using these training programs, the
cost profiles are tweaked manually based on the resulting execu-
tion time until the cost profiles yield the desired properties. This
process is further explained in Section 4.3.2.

2. Following the tuning of cost profiles, the effects that multiple ele-
ments per thread have in CUDA is investigated. This is evaluated
by taking one of the simplest benchmarks from Section 5.1.2 and
running the device variant for a varying number of elements per
thread. The details of this investigation are presented in Section
5.1.3. None of the training programs from the tuning of the cost
profiles are used in the benchmarks.

3. Lastly, the execution time for the different variants for the data-
parallel intrinsics from Section 4.1.1 is compared against each other
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and related work through a set of 12 benchmarks. How these bench-
marks are implemented and how execution time is measured for
them is described in Section 5.1.2.

The platform that performs the cost profile tunings and runs the
benchmarks is presented in Section 5.1.4. Potential threats of validity
are presented in Section 5.1.5.

5.1.1 Tuning the Cost Profiles
To determine the values within the cost profiles and the CUDA specific
values α, β, and γ, a set of three programs are implemented that mea-
sures the execution time when running a data-parallel intrinsic on host
(thost), and when running the same intrinsic on device (tdevice). These
programs also record the evaluated cost expressions both for the host
variant as Chost and for the device variant as Cdevice. When tuning the
cost profiles and CUDA specific values, these measurements are used in
the context of a cost fraction Chost

Cdevice
and a time fraction thost

tdevice
to sim-

plify the comparison and analysis. The programs that perform these
measurements are described later in this section.

The tuning process is performed manually by iteratively running the
3 training programs, tweaking the cost profiles and the CUDA specific
values until a satisfying assignment has been found. While this tuning
process aims to satisfy the expression from Equation 4.1, many aspects
such as memory locality are not accounted for, which could make it
impossible to fully satisfy the expression in Equation 4.1. Instead, the
tuning process attempts to satisfy three criteria that are constructed to
make the predictive model choose the fastest backend at runtime, even
if it could not precisely estimate the execution time. These criteria are
defined with an order of priority, such that if all criteria are unable to
be satisfied, the focus is shifted towards satisfying the criteria with the
highest priority. Listed in order of priority, these three criteria are:

1. thost

tdevice
< 1 ⇒ Chost

Cdevice
< 1

2. thost

tdevice
> 1 ⇒ Chost

Cdevice
> 1

3. thost

tdevice
≈ Chost

Cdevice
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While Criteria 1 and 2 might seem equivalent, there is an important
distinction between them. If the right-hand side in Criterion 2 is satisfied,
the predictive model will execute the data-parallel intrinsic on device.
If instead the right-hand side in Criterion 1 is satisfied, the predictive
model will execute the data-parallel intrinsic on host. If the model fails
to satisfy Criterion 2, the effect will be that the available speedup from
executing the data-parallel intrinsic on device is wasted. However, if the
model fails to satisfy Criterion 1, then the data-parallel intrinsic will be
executed on device, effectively slowing down the program. As the goal
of the predictive model is to automatically run a data-parallel intrinsic
on device when there is performance to be gained, there should be an as
little risk as possible of slowing down the program when opting to use a
predictive variant over a host-only variant. Because of this, it has been
decided to prioritize the expression in Criterion 1 over the expression in
Criterion 2.

As the decision on whether a predictive intrinsic should be run on
host or device is down to which is the smallest of Chost and Cdevice, how
representative the cost fraction is of actual execution time, as expressed
by Criterion 3, is given a lower priority. Giving Criterion 3 a lower
priority is also motivated by the previous discussion on that it might
be impossible to tune the cost profiles and CUDA specific values such
that the expression from Equation 4.1 is satisfied. The main purpose of
Criterion 3 is therefore not to determine the fastest backend, but instead
to avoid overfitting the cost profiles and CUDA specific values to the
training programs.

The Training Programs

Three training programs are constructed to aid in the manual tuning of
the cost profiles and the CUDA specific values. These programs each
implement one function that is fed as input to one of the predictive
intrinsics, where these functions are designed to have different time com-
plexities in relation to the size of input arrays.

The three programs that are constructed to aid in the tuning of the
cost profiles are:

• vecpo (vector plus one): Implements a function that adds 1 to
an Int value. This function is passed as an argument to the
predictiveMap intrinsic. The time complexity of a single call to
this function is O(1).
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• gcdsum: Implements a function that pairwise computes the great-
est common divisor between an Int argument and all elements in
a sequence of Ints, after which the pairwise results are summed
up into a single value. This function is passed as an argument to
the predictiveMap. The time complexity of a single call to this
function is O(n), where n is the length of the Int sequence that is
partially applied to the mapped function.1

• matmaxsum: Implements a function that performs an operation
similar to a dot product, but instead pairwise multiplication be-
tween the vector elements the maximum of the two is selected.
When this function is applied to the predictiveInit intrinsic, the
effect is matrix multiplication with the multiplications in the dot
product being replaced with the max operator. The time complex-
ity of a single call to this function is O(

√
n), where n is the length

of the input sequences that are used to represent the matrices.

The execution time for vecpo, gcdsum, and matmaxsum is measured
over multiple iterations where these functions are applied to their re-
spective data-parallel intrinsic mentioned above. The measured time is
recorded as the elapsed wall-clock time over all iterations, which is then
divided by the number of iterations to obtain thost or tdevice depending
on which backend that was being measured. The vecpo and gcdsum
programs perform 50 iterations in a single run, while the matmaxsum pro-
gram only performs 20 iterations in a single run.2 These programs also
use the predictive model to construct the cost expression and record its
output for each run. The hardware used to collect the measurements is
presented in Section 5.1.4, which is the same hardware that is used to
run the benchmarks from Section 5.1.2.

The input sizes used for the training programs vary from program to
program. The sizes are chosen such that it should be faster for host to run
the program on smaller inputs, but faster for device to run the program
on the larger inputs. A range of input sizes is also added in between to
try and make sure that the cost profiles satisfy the 3 previously specified

1Assuming that the time to compute the greatest common divisor is constant. This
will at least be the conclusion made by the predictive model since it sets all elements
from array accesses to a constant value in the cost expression.

2The reason for only performing 20 iterations of the matmaxsum program was due
to a limitation in how the MCore interpreter [26] could evaluate certain aspects of
the compiler code at the time of tuning the cost profiles. These issues have now been
resolved.
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criteria even when the execution times for a program are very similar
between host and device. The input sizes used for each program and the
recorded measurements are presented in Section 5.2.

See Appendix A for the implementations of the functions that are
passed as input to the predictive intrinsics.

5.1.2 Benchmarks
To compare the performance of the data-parallel intrinsics in FLAGON
against each other and against implementations from related work, a set
of 12 benchmarks are constructed where each benchmark measures the
execution time for a specific procedure over a range of different inputs.
These procedures have been selected based on the criteria that they have
some GPU-optimized implementation in related work, are considered to
have some form of real-world application, and that it is possible to pro-
vide GPU optimization for procedures using the higher-order functions
listed in Table 4.1. In MCore, these procedures are all implemented in
3 versions, using the host, device, and predictive variants of the data-
parallel intrinsics respectively for each version. The selected procedures
and how the benchmarks measure their execution time is presented later
in this section.

Only one set of variants from the data-parallel intrinsics are used in
any MCore implementation. All MCore implementations within a single
benchmark are identical except for the data-parallel intrinsics which differ
in the variant that is being used. For all invocations to any of the device
variants in the benchmarks, the number of elements per thread is set
to 1. How this decision might affect the execution time of the device
variants is covered in Section 5.1.3.

The solutions from related work that are used for comparison against
FLAGON are cuBLAS [59], Lift [2], and PPL-CUDA-SMC [67].

cuBLAS, as introduced in Section 2.5.1, is used to test how FLAGON
compares against pre-implemented linear algebra routines. No implemen-
tation using cuBLAS is provided from elsewhere. Instead the cuBLAS
implementations used in the benchmarks are written specifically for this
thesis, though using the cuBLAS routines to perform the actual compu-
tations. Where it is suspected that a cuBLAS procedure might not be
as optimal as expected, an extra implementation written with a custom
CUDA kernel is added to the comparison against FLAGON.

Lift, as introduced in Section 3.1, is used to test how FLAGON com-
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pares against a framework that focuses on highly-optimized algorithmic
skeletons. All Lift baseline implementations used in the benchmarks are
provided by the Lift CGO2017 artifact [68]. However, one issue with
using these implementations is that they are directly integrated with
Lift’s own benchmark suite. As such, the comparison between the re-
sults from Lift and the results from FLAGON will be very different from
the comparisons with other implementations from related work. How
these comparisons differ are explained later on in this section.

PPL-CUDA-SMC [67] is a framework that provides GPU-optimized
simulated Monte Carlo (SMC) algorithms, using CUDA C++ as the
backend for parallelism. This framework also provides some example im-
plementations of SMC algorithms in PPL-CUDA-SMC, which are used
in the benchmarks for comparison against the MCore implementations.
The only modification made to these programs is to attach the bench-
marking utilities to the main function.

The 12 benchmarks that are used to evaluate the performance of the
data-parallel intrinsics in FLAGON, as well as the solutions from related
work used as baseline in those benchmarks, are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Overview of the benchmark procedures and which related work
has an existing baseline implementation of the benchmark procedure.

Benchmark Baseline
ATAX Lift
Convolution Lift
Matrix-Vector Multiplication (GEMV) Lift
Matrix Addition (GEAM) cuBLAS
Matrix Multiplication (GEMM) Lift
Nearest Neighbour (NN) Lift
Rank-1 Update (GER) cuBLAS
Saxpy cuBLAS
Saxpy Single cuBLAS
SMC Airplane PPL-CUDA-SMC
Vector Addition (VecAdd) cuBLAS
Vector Scaling (VecScal) cuBLAS

Each implementation of a benchmark procedure, with the exception
of those based on Lift, is first run for 4 warmup iterations and then for 15
measurement iterations over a range of different inputs. All 4 warmup
iterations and 15 measurement iterations are performed together in a
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single binary executable. The 4 warmup iterations are performed to
catch any one-time fixed overhead such that it does not interfere with
the measurements. The 15 measurement iterations record the elapsed
wall-clock time for each iteration, which are then averaged to construct
the resulting execution time for the specific implementation and input
size. The input sizes used for each benchmark is presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: The input sizes used for the different benchmarks. How the
input sizes relate to the input data is described for each individual bench-
mark later on in Section 5.1.2.

Benchmark Input sizes
ATAX 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192
Convolution 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192
GEMV 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192
GEAM 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192
GEMM 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 4096
NN 64, 256, 1024, 4096, 16384, 65536, 262144, 8388608,

33554432
GER 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192
Saxpy 64, 256, 1024, 4096, 16384, 65536, 262144, 500000,

1000000, 10000000, 50000000
Saxpy Single 64, 256, 1024, 4096, 16384, 65536, 262144, 500000,

1000000, 10000000, 50000000
SMC Airplane 200, 2000, 10000, 100000, 500000, 1000000, 10000000
VecAdd 64, 256, 1024, 4096, 16384, 65536, 262144, 500000,

1000000, 10000000, 50000000
VecScal 64, 256, 1024, 4096, 16384, 65536, 262144, 500000,

1000000, 10000000, 50000000

Each benchmark is executed together with the nvprof profiler [49]
to provide context on the execution of device functions. This context is
primarily used to explain any irregularities in the presented results, not
to be used for comparison between different procedure implementations.
However, the comparison between FLAGON and Lift is an exception to
this.

The benchmark suite used by Lift is designed to be used for com-
paring execution time between GPU-optimized applications. As such,
it only measures the median kernel execution time for individual proce-
dures [68], without accounting for significant effects on execution time
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such as memory transfers. Thus to compare FLAGON against Lift, the
average kernel execution time of the device intrinsics is collected from
nvprof and compared against Lift separately from the wall-clock mea-
surements. This separation can be further motivated by that Lift only
provides measurements for the two largest input sizes listed in Table 5.2
for the benchmarks it is used as a baseline for. Also, since Lift measures
median execution time and nvprof measures average execution time, the
comparison between FLAGON and Lift is not as direct as the comparison
against other related work. Despite these issues, the comparison between
is Lift and FLAGON is kept as part of the results since it can be used to
provide an indication of how GPU optimization in FLAGON compares
against GPU optimization in Lift.

The implementation and input details of each benchmark are de-
scribed in Appendix B.

5.1.3 Number of elements per thread
To test the claims that there is no overhead on thread switching in CUDA
[36, 21], the Saxpy Single benchmark is run with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16
elements per thread using the device-only intrinsic. The Saxpy Single
benchmark is selected to evaluate the effect that various configurations
on the number of elements per thread since the computation performed
on each element in the Saxpy Single benchmark is very small, with the
idea being that this increases the proportion of the total elapsed time
spent on thread switching if that overhead is non-negligible.

Execution time measurements for the different number of elements per
thread is collected just as for the regular benchmarks in Section 5.1.2,
with the execution time being recorded for the same range of input values
as for the Saxpy Single benchmark. The results from this investigation
is presented in Section 5.3.1. If the results show that more elements per
thread can provide a speedup in CUDA, then this effect will be included
in the analysis of the benchmark results in Chapter 6. If the results
shows no sign of speedup from multiple elements per thread, then the
claims that there is no overhead on thread switching in CUDA will not
be questioned or reflected upon further in this thesis.
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5.1.4 Measurements
All measurements from the benchmarks, the tuning of cost profiles, and
the investigation into the effect of the number of elements per thread are
performed on a single platform with only one user logged on. Only a sin-
gle procedure from any of these evaluations is running at any given with
no overlap between the runs on different input sizes and backends. The
technical specifications of the platform used to collect the measurements
are listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Technical specifications of the platform that runs the bench-
marks.

Operating System Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS
CPU Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPU @ 2.40GHz
RAM 64 GiB
GPU NVIDIA Quadro P2000

All MCore implementations are compiled using ocamlopt for the gen-
erated OCaml code and nvcc [58] for the generated CUDA code, linked
together using ocamlopt into a single binary. An example of how this
process can be performed is shown in Listing 5.1. The MCore imple-
mentations used in the benchmarks are available in the degree project
artifact [69].

The cuBLAS and PPL-CUDA-SMC implementations are compiled
using only the nvcc compiler. The Lift benchmarks are compiled and
run through the scripts present in the Lift CGO2017 artifact [68].

5.1.5 Threats of validity
Several aspects that could threaten the validity of the results, which are
not accounted for in the evaluation method. The following aspects have
been identified as possible threats of validity:

• Different compiler optimization flags are used in the benchmarks
for when compiling the MCore implementations and for when com-
piling the baseline implementations. No investigation is made into
the effects that the compiler flags have on the presented results.

• The MCore implementations in the benchmarks are constructed
with knowledge of how decision points are generated for automatic
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1 nvcc -x cu -arch=sm_50 -I‘ ocamlc -where ‘ -dc gpucode .cpp \
2 -o gpuhost .o
3
4 nvcc -arch=sm_50 -dlink gpuhost .o \
5 -o gpudevice .o
6
7 ocamlopt gpudevice .o gpuhost .o \
8 unix.cmxa cpucode .ml \
9 -cclib -lcudart \

10 -cclib -lstdc ++ \
11 -O3 \
12 -o bin.out

Listing 5.1: An example of how to compile and link the generated OCaml
target cpucode.ml and the generated CUDA target gpucode.cpp using
nvcc and ocamlopt.

GPU optimization. This can lead to a bias in the performance of
the predictive intrinsics.

• All floating-point computations in the MCore implementations are
performed using double-precision while all floating-point compu-
tations in the Lift implementations are performed using single-
precision. This can lead to unrepresentative comparisons between
Lift and FLAGON as it might not be known whether a performance
difference is due to the method of GPU optimization or floating-
point precision.
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5.2 Tuning Results
As stated in Section 5.1.1, the goal of the heuristic is to ensure that the
time fraction and the cost fraction are either both greater than 1 or less
than 1. If the time fraction is equal to 1, then the value of the cost
fraction does not matter as both backends are equally time-consuming.
This goal enables the program to make the correct decision on which
backend to run the higher-order function on to gain the most speedup in
execution time.

The process of manually tuning the cost profiles was based on itera-
tively evaluating the cost expressions for all training programs, analyzing
how the cost fractions compare to the time fractions, then tweaking any
parameters that appeared as if they were partly were the cause of an in-
accurate cost fraction. This iterative process stopped when no tweak that
was made the cost profiles appeared to yield any better results. While
some focus was made on making sure that costs for individual operations
were representative, most of the focus was put on tuning the fixed CUDA
overhead α and the relative CUDA memory overhead β. The reason for
putting the extra focus on these values was that the tdevice is close to
constant for small inputs, but relates more to the input size when the
inputs start becoming large. In the case of vecpo, the value of tdevice
also appeared to be proportional to the value of thost for larger inputs,
hinting at that the memory transfer could be the main contributing effect
to the execution time when the computation performed on each element
is small. While the α and β values could be tuned such that the pre-
dictive model could always choose the fastest backend, every such tested
combination of α and β either led to that the cost fraction was strongly
unrepresentative of the time fraction for the smallest inputs, or that the
cost fraction was unrepresentative of the time fraction for the rest of the
inputs. As such, it was decided to choose values for α and β such that
the cost fraction was representative over a larger range of inputs, making
the tuning results better conform to Criterion 3 from Section 5.1.1. The
consequence of unrepresentative cost fractions for small inputs can be
seen from the vecpo and gcdsum results in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.

The tuning results that follow are based on values collected using the
resulting cost profiles and CUDA specific values α, β, and γ. Tables 5.4,
5.5, and 5.6 presents the raw measurements for each training program
and input size. The plots in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 compare the cost
fractions against the time fractions for each training program, where a
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black line is used to visualize the point at which the predictive model
will choose to run a data-parallel intrinsic on device instead of on host
if the cost fraction exceeds that line. If both the time fraction and the
cost fraction are on the same side of the black line, then the predictive
model will make the right choice and choose the fastest backend.

Table 5.4: Tuning results from vecpo.
Input Size thost (s) tdevice (s) Chost Cdevice

50k 0.001 0.003 2750000 41000528
500k 0.004 0.005 27500000 50005216
1M 0.007 0.007 55000000 60010432
10M 0.074 0.036 550000000 240104176
25M 0.186 0.087 1375000000 540260432

50k 500k 1M 10M 25M

0.1

1

input size

ra
tio

thost/tdevice

Chost/Cdevice

Figure 5.1: Time to cost comparion for vecpo.

Looking at Figure 5.1 that visualizes the results from vecpo, it can
be seen that Criteria 1 and 2 from Section 5.1.1 are fulfilled for all input
sizes. However, as mentioned previously, it can be seen that Criterion 3
(thost/tdevice ≈ Chost/Cdevice) is not fulfilled at the smallest input size of
50k. Though for the other input sizes the cost fraction approximates the
time fraction more closely.

Another key observation is that the cost fraction is smaller than the
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time fraction for the smaller inputs, but steadily surpasses the time frac-
tion for the larger inputs. In the case of vecpo, this implies a too large
value of Cdevice on smaller inputs and a too small value of Cdevice on larger
inputs. Though as can be seen in the results from the other training pro-
grams, this behavior of the cost fraction being smaller than the time
fraction for smaller inputs and steadily surpassing the time fraction for
larger inputs does not always apply.

Table 5.5: Tuning results from gcdsum.
Input Size thost (s) tdevice (s) Chost Cdevice

128 0.001 0.003 4481280 40264720
256 0.002 0.003 17908224 40529424
512 0.009 0.003 71599104 41058832
1024 0.036 0.005 286328832 42117648
2048 0.139 0.006 1145180160 48409120
4096 0.551 0.008 4580450304 65165872
8192 2.182 0.012 18321260544 140417632

128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192
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100
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tio
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Figure 5.2: Time to cost comparion for gcdsum.

Looking at Figure 5.2 that visualizes the results from gcdsum, it
can again be seen that Criteria 1 and 2 from Section 5.1.1 are fulfilled
for all input sizes. The previous issue from vecpo about Criterion 3
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(thost/tdevice ≈ Chost/Cdevice) not being fulfilled for the smallest input size
is also present for gcdsum, but the relative difference between the time
fraction and the cost fraction is smaller for gcdsum than it is for vecpo.

Another difference between the results from gcdsum and vecpo is how
the cost fraction relates to the time fraction over time, where the cost
fraction for vecpo was steadily getting closer to the time fraction as the
input size grew, eventually surpassing the time fraction at an input size
of 10M. In the case of gcdsum, the cost fraction steadily gets closer to
the time fraction as the input size grows, but instead of surpassing the
time fraction, it forms a plateau at input sizes 1024, 2048, and 4096, to
then start getting smaller relative to the time fraction at an input size
of 8192.

Table 5.6: Tuning results from matmaxsum.
Input Size thost (s) tdevice (s) Chost Cdevice

32 0.001 0.007 3377152 40064379
64 0.003 0.007 26615808 40324273
128 0.021 0.007 211320832 41966345
256 0.169 0.008 1684144128 53488489
512 2.104 0.012 13447462912 139475689
1024 16.296 0.062 107476942848 803149033
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Figure 5.3: Time to cost comparion for matmaxsum.
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The results for matmaxsum that are shown in Figure 5.3 also fulfill
Criteria 1 and 2 from Section 5.1.1. Though one difference to vecpo and
gcdsum is that the relative difference between the cost fraction and the
time fraction for matmaxsum is not as great as for the previous two, better
satisfying Criterion 3 (thost/tdevice ≈ Chost/Cdevice) for the smallest input
value. For the rest of the input sizes in matmaxsum, the cost fraction
does not appear to approximate the time fraction to the same extent as
it does in vecpo and gcdsum.

The relation between the cost fraction and the time fraction as the
input size grows is also different in matmaxsum compared to how it be-
haved for vecpo and gcdsum. Except for the smallest input size, the cost
fraction in matmaxsum starts as greater than the time fraction for smaller
input sizes to then get surpassed by the time fraction as the input size
grows. This relation between the cost and time fractions is the opposite
to the relation observed for vecpo, hinting at that either the cost profiles
and CUDA specific values are not optimally tuned, or the model used for
estimating the execution cost is not expressive enough.

5.3 Benchmark Results
This section contains the results from the investigation into the effects
of multiple elements per thread and the results from the benchmarks de-
scribed in Section 5.1.2. First, the results from the element per thread in-
vestigation are presented in Section 5.3.1, followed by summarized bench-
mark results separated into sections based on the baseline used. The full
results from all benchmarks are presented in Appendix C.

The summarized results from the benchmarks with Lift as the baseline
are presented in Section 5.3.2, with PPL-CUDA-SMC as the baseline in
Section 5.3.3, and with cuBLAS as the baseline in Section 5.3.4.

5.3.1 Elements per Thread
The effect that the number of elements per CUDA thread has on the ex-
ecution time can be seen in Figure 5.4 for the Saxpy Single benchmark.
As the procedure used on each element in Saxpy Single is just the compu-
tation a ·x+y, if there is any significant overhead on thread scheduling in
CUDA then it was assumed that the overhead should make itself visible
by making the runs with larger input be faster the more elements that
are being used per thread. However, the opposite can be observed when
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looking at the results in Figure 5.4 as the runs with the smallest number
of elements per thread are the fastest and runs with the most number of
elements per thread being the slowest. This effect was observed for all
input sizes except for some anomalies among the runs on smaller input
sizes.
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Figure 5.4: Average measured wall-clock time from the Saxpy Single
benchmark when running cudaMap with varying number of elements per
thread. The error bars in the plot represents the maximum and minimum
observed executing time.

The anomalies for the runs on smaller inputs can be seen in Figure
5.4, where it appears that some of the runs that use a small number of
elements per thread are consistently slower by a large margin. However,
by looking at the outputs from nvprof for these runs, it can be seen that
the measured wall-clock time from the benchmark does correlate with the
profiler output of kernel execution time. The profiler output shows that
the average kernel execution time is lower when the number of elements
per thread is smaller, as is also shown by the benchmark outputs on the
input sizes without any anomalies. When further looking at the nvprof
output, it can be observed that the CUDA API calls such as cudaFree
and cudaMalloc take more time when the anomalies occur than they do
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for other cases with the same input size. Given that these anomalies only
exists for some input sizes, there does not appear to be any correlation
between the extra time spent on API calls and the number of elements
used per CUDA thread.

As these anomalies are likely to be an artifact of how the benchmark
is run, the claim that there is no scheduling overhead on CUDA threads
[21, 36] appears to be correct. There does not at least appear to be
any direct performance gains from just using more elements per thread
in CUDA. As the device-only intrinsics in the following benchmarks all
use 1 element per thread, they are considered to be using the optimal
number of elements per thread based on these results.

5.3.2 Lift Benchmarks
The results from the Lift benchmarks are summarized in this section
using the Matrix Multiplication (GEMM) and Nearest Neighbour (NN)
benchmarks as examples. The full results from all Lift benchmarks are
presented in Appendix C.1, which also contains error bars on FLAGON
measurements.

As mentioned in Section 5.1.2, the method of measuring execution
time in the Lift CGO2017 artifact [68] is not the same as the method
used by the other benchmarks in this thesis. As such, the comparison
between Lift and the FLAGON device variant is presented separately and
analyzed with this difference in mind. However, despite the difference in
the method of collecting measurements, all measurements made in Lift
and FLAGON are performed on the same platform described in Section
5.1.4.

Comparing the FLAGON host and device variants shows several dif-
ferences. One key difference is that the elapsed time for the device vari-
ants is, for small input values, close to 0.2 seconds across all Lift bench-
marks. This hints at a fixed time delay for all device variants, modeled
by the α term in the cudacost function introduced in Section 4.3.3.

Another key difference between the host and device variants can be
seen for the larger input values in benchmarks where memory is shared
differently between parallel computations, such as with the GEMM and
NN benchmarks in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. In the case of
GEMM, the running time is O(n3) while the amount of memory scales
as O(n2). For NN, the running time and amount of memory both scales
with O(n). The speedup on the largest input value is around 200 for
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between benchmark results in average execution
time from the GEMM benchmark. Only shows results from the MCore
implementation. The comparison against the Lift baseline implementa-
tion is shown in Figure 5.7.

GEMM and around 1.2 for NN. However, this connection between the
number of computations and amount of memory transferred does not ap-
pear to hold when looking at the ATAX benchmark where both running
time and amount of memory scales by O(n2), but the speedup on the
largest input value is 10. The ATAX results are shown in Figure C.1
located in Appendix C.

Looking at the performance of the predictive variant in GEMM and
NN, it can be seen from Figures 5.5 and 5.6 that the optimal backend
was chosen for large and small inputs values. For input values in between
where the performance of the host and device variants is closer, the non-
optimal backend is sometimes chosen. Though the performance penalties
in these cases are mostly small, the predictive variant can sometimes be
more than 5 times as slow as the optimal variant on certain input sizes.
Such a worst-case can be seen on the input size 128 in the Convolution
benchmark, which is located in Appendix C.1.2.

The anomalies of slower execution time for smaller input sizes, seen
in the element per thread results in Section 5.3.1, can also be seen in
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between benchmark results in average execution
time from the NN benchmark. Only shows results from the MCore im-
plementation. The comparison against the Lift baseline implementation
is shown in Figure 5.8.

the results for the Lift benchmarks. An example of this anomaly can be
seen in the GEMM benchmark where the execution time for the device
variant is slower for an input size of 32 than for 64.

Comparing the Lift and FLAGON implementations shows a longer
execution time for FLAGON than for Lift in both cases. This was ex-
pected for benchmarks such as GEMM where the implementations dif-
fer in terms of manual optimization. However, it was unexpected for
FLAGON to be 2 times slower than Lift in the NN benchmark. Unlike
GEMM, the Lift and FLAGON implementations are, on a high level,
nearly identical for NN. The generated CUDA code from FLAGON also
looks very similar to the Lift OpenCL code.
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5.3.3 SMC Airplane Benchmark
Looking at the execution time of the FLAGON device variant from Figure
5.9 it can first be seen that the PPL-CUDA-SMC implementation is faster
for smaller input sizes. For input sizes above 500000, the FLAGON device
variant runs faster than the PPL-CUDA-SMC variant. When looking at
the output from nvprof this effect appears to be caused by that the PPL-
CUDA-SMC implementation performs a lot of synchronization between
host and device, a total of 139 seconds over both the warmup and the
measurement iterations. This can be compared to the FLAGON device
implementation where the total time spent synchronizing host and device
is 19 seconds over both the warmup and measurement iterations.

Another observation from the FLAGON device measurements in Fig-
ure 5.9 is that the device variant is as expected slower than host variant
for small inputs, but becomes faster than the host variant as the input
size reaches 10000, and remains faster for all larger input sizes that follow.
This can be compared against the PPL-CUDA-SMC baseline implemen-
tation which becomes faster than the FLAGON host variant at an input
size of 2000.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison in average execution time from the SMC Air-
plane benchmark.
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One of the more outstanding results from this benchmark can be seen
for the predictive variant at input sizes 2000 and 10000, where it runs
faster than both the device and host variants as well as the PPL-CUDA-
SMC baseline implementation. This effect can be explained by that
the FLAGON implementation performs the SMC Airplane computation
through multiple invocations to data-parallel intrinsics that, unlike the
ATAX benchmark, perform different types of computations. As such,
the predictive variant can choose to execute certain parts of the SMC
Airplane computation on device and the rest on host, depending on what
the predictive model determined would be the faster backend for each
data-parallel intrinsic invocation. Looking at the output from nvprof
for input sizes 2000 and 10000, it can be seen that the predictive variant
only chose to execute the resampling and propagation on device, while
the other aspects such as weight normalization were performed on host.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison in average execution time from the SMC Air-
plane benchmark presented as a bar graph. The error bars the shows the
measured maximum and minimum execution time for each input size.
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5.3.4 cuBLAS Benchmarks
This section summarizes the results from the cuBLAS benchmarks using
the Rank-1 Update (GER) and Saxpy benchmarks as examples. The full
results from the cuBLAS benchmarks are presented in Appendix C.2.

The number of baseline implementations used varies between the
cuBLAS benchmarks. Why some benchmarks use more than one baseline
implementation is explained in Section 5.1.2.

Comparing the FLAGON host and device variants in all benchmarks
except GER shows a very similar performance at the higher input values.
Taking the Saxpy results shown in Figure 5.11 as an example, the host
variant performs better for smaller input sizes, yet manages to perform
on a similar level as the device variant for larger input sizes.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison in average execution time from the Saxpy
benchmark presented as a bar graph. The error bars the shows the
measured maximum and minimum execution time for each input size.

Instead, looking at the GER results in Figure 5.12, the device variant
is close to 10 times faster than the host variant on the largest input
sizes. This difference between the benchmarks is unexpected since the
computation performed on each element in GER is very small and does
not increase with input size.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison in average execution time from the GER bench-
mark.

The predictive variant, as with previous baselines, chooses the most
optimal backend on the smaller and larger input sizes. On input sizes in
between, the predictive variant often chooses the non-optimal backend.
While this case can be seen in Figure 5.12 to have a big impact on GER,
the other cuBLAS benchmarks do not suffer as much of a deficit when
the predictive variant chooses the non-optimal backend.

The anomalies seen in previous benchmarks where the execution time
is greater for a smaller input size than for a larger input size is also present
in the cuBLAS benchmarks. This effect can clearly be seen for the device
variant in Figure 5.12 on input sizes 32 and 128.

Comparing FLAGON against the cuBLAS baseline shows a similar
performance between the FLAGON device variant and the cuBLAS im-
plementations. However, for larger input values the FLAGON device
variant becomes noticeably faster than the cuBLAS implementations.
Looking at the outputs from nvprof shows that the CUDA API calls for
the cuBLAS implementations take more time on larger input values com-
pared to the FLAGON device variant. As the generated CUDA API calls
from FLAGON are very similar to the structure of the API calls used in
the baseline implementations, it is not immediately apparent what might
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cause this difference. These differences are further discussed on a case
by case basis in Appendix C.2.



Chapter 6

Discussion

This chapter discussses and reflects on the work carried out in this the-
sis, divided into three separate discussions about code generation design
choices, the method for automatic parallelization decision points, and the
benchmark results.

6.1 Design Choices for Code Generation
Several weaknesses in the code generation has already been touched upon
in previous chapters, such as that representing MCore sequences as ar-
rays in OCaml will cause certain intrinsic MCore expressions to run in
O(n) instead of O(1) as would be expected. One such intrinsic expres-
sion is cons which require that the array argument is copied to a new
location with the prepended element to preserve the functional aspect of
MCore sequences. The decision to represent MCore sequences as arrays
in OCaml was made to simplify and optimize the interface towards device
memory, only requiring a single invocation to cudaMemcpy to transfer an
MCore sequence such that it can be accessed by device code. Had an
MCore sequence been represented as a list this transfer to device would
either have to be performed using many invocations to cudaMemcpy pro-
portional to the length of the list, or first traverse the list and copy each
element out into a C++ array which could then be copied to device using
a single invocation to cudaMemcpy. A possible compromise would be to
represent MCore sequences in OCaml as a tree structure with arrays as
nodes, where the size of the node arrays would balance between staying
as large as possible while not slowing down host code too much. This
tree structure could enable standard MCore intrinsics such as cons to run

76
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in cumulative O(1) while only requiring a small number of invocations
to cudaMemcpy proportional to the number of nodes when transferring
memory to device. The performance aspects from representing MCore
sequence by such a tree structure would have been of interest to compare
against the array representation, but was out of scope for this thesis due
to time constraints.

1 let num = getArgToInt 0 in
2 let count = getArgToInt 1 in -- sufficiently large number
3 let arr = getArgToIntSeq 2 in
4
5 recursive let collatz = lam i. lam n.
6 if eqi i 1 then true
7 else if leqi n 0 then false
8 else if eqi (modi i 2) 0 then
9 collatz (divi i 2) (subi n 1)

10 else
11 collatz (addi (muli i 3) 1) (subi n 1)
12 in
13
14 let foo = lam x. lam y. addi (muli x x) y in
15 let bar = lam x. lam y. lam z. sum (cons x (cons y [z])) in
16
17 let f = if collatz num count then foo 5 else bar 10 10000 in
18
19 -- This applies the non-static function argument f, which
20 -- is not allowed by the implementation in this thesis.
21 let res = predictiveMap f arr in
22 ()

Listing 6.1: An example of a program that does not statically apply the
function argument program to a data-parallel intrinsic.

Another design decision stated as a delimitation in Section 1.4, was
that any function provided as an argument to the data-parallel intrin-
sics had to be statically applied. An example of where a function is
not statically applied can be seen in Listing 6.1 where it not known at
compile-time which of the two functions that will be provided as an ar-
gument to the data-parallel intrinsic. One method to support this func-
tionality would be to apply defunctionalization on a conservative range
of functions that are eligible to be passed as arguments to data-parallel
intrinsics. Though an issue with this approach is that some functions
that might never be passed as an argument to a data-parallel intrinsic
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would be attempted to be generated as CUDA code anyway. If one of
these functions does not satisfy the limitations on CUDA code genera-
tion stated in Section 4.2.3 then the compiler would throw an error even
though the program itself satisfies all constraints for the code to be run
on device. While this could be considered to be an issue that should
be resolved to preserve the functional aspects of the MCore language,
the question could be raised about when someone needs to provide the
argument non-statically to a GPU-optimized function. In the case that
the function to be executed on device is not known at compile-time, the
programmer could statically enter each of these functions into separate
invocations to data-parallel intrinsics that are wrapped in if-expressions,
choosing at runtime which of the cases that should be run on device.

The choice of higher-order functions to be implemented as data-
parallel intrinsics and how they could be used by the compiler was found
to be limiting for many of the implemented programs. Although the
implemented higher-order functions map, mapi, and init provide perfect
data-level parallelism that is useful in many applications, other appli-
cations that perform operations with non-perfect data-level parallelism,
such as taking the sum of a sequence of floats, could benefit from hav-
ing access to intrinsic data-parallel higher-order functions such as reduce.
The ability to combine these data-parallel intrinsics, which is already
present in existing frameworks such as Lift, would also allow for fur-
ther parallel optimization in applications such as the GEMV benchmark
where the dot product for each initialized element could be performed
using map followed by reduce as is done in the MapReduce model. These
additional data-parallel intrinsics would also eliminate the need for recur-
sion in many cases, reducing the dependence on the heuristic assumption
made in Section 4.3.1. The effects of this are further discussed in Section
6.2.

Looking at the data-parallel intrinsics implemented in this thesis from
a usability aspect, providing three different intrinsics for each higher-
order function can appear inconvenient as it might not be known at the
time of writing the code which platform a higher-order function should be
executed on. As procedures such as a matrix multiplication are often pro-
vided through library implementations, they could be used on platforms
without access to a GPU, while at the same time benefit significantly from
GPU optimization on the platforms that have access to it. This could be
addressed by, instead of specifying the variant of data-parallel intrinsic
at the time of writing code, providing a single higher-order function per
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intrinsic that uses compiler option arguments to determine the variant
to choose. This could also be useful in the case that other backends
than CUDA should be available for parallel optimization of higher-order
functions.

6.2 Automatic Parallelization Method
The heuristic introduced in Section 4.3 showed potential in many bench-
marks as the predictive variants either were optimal or close to optimal in
most cases. However, an issue with the benchmarks in this thesis is that
their FLAGON implementations were constructed with the knowledge of
how the underlying predictive model operates. Without the knowledge
of which variables that should be entered into the if-conditions and how
recursion should look for the best predictive performance, the benchmark
results in Section 5.3 might not have been as positive. This prompts the
question of possible alterations or extensions to the predictive model.

1 let arr = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] in
2
3 -- The value "count" determines the number of iterations for f.
4 recursive let f = lam count: Int. lam largeval: Int. lam elem: Int.
5 if eqi count 0 then
6 elem
7 else if eqi largeval 887543982 then
8 f (subi count 1) largeval (addi elem 2)
9 else

10 f (subi count 1) largeval (subi elem 3)
11 in
12
13 -- The predictive model will conclude that f is invoked recursively
14 -- 887543982 times for each element, when it actually is only
15 -- recursively called 10 times for each element.
16 let res = predictiveMap (f 10 887543982) arr in
17 ()

Listing 6.2: An example of a program where the predictive model makes
an incorrect assumption about which value that represents the number
of invocations to the recursive function f.

Taking all values from the if-conditions in the body of a recursive
function and claiming that the maximum of those represents the number
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of invocations to a recursive function, as the heuristic does, has many
scenarios where it can make the wrong prediction. As exemplified in
Listing 6.2, if a recursive function performs a constant time action based
on the input value of a presumably large constant, then the predictive
model might think that the large constant represents the number of it-
erations. Although this misunderstanding could be avoided by moving
the comparison out to a separate helper function, it is not a convenient
solution for the programmer and would probably not come to mind for
someone who does not know about the inner workings of the predictive
model. An alternative approach to taking the maximum of all values in
an if-condition, that is also more complex, would be to try and perform
a recursive analysis on the function and how its input arguments change
over time. But as determining the complexity of an arbitrary function is
fundamentally impossible, this analysis would, in the end, be some form
of a heuristic.

Another approach to determine the recursive properties would be to
expose the inner workings of the predictive model to the programmer,
letting them annotate the complexity of a function directly in the code
itself. While this might not be as user-friendly as an automatic approach,
for libraries that provide recursive functions expected to be used in GPU-
optimized procedures, this could prove a viable option. If not a full
replacement, this method could at least complement the heuristic as a
tool for more accurate predictions.

As mentioned towards the end in Section 6.1 on code generation,
the inclusion of additional intrinsic higher-order functions along with the
ability to combine them would allow for many recursive functions to be
replaced by data-parallel intrinsics. This would further reduce the depen-
dence in the heuristic assumption as many higher-order functions carry
complexity information in regards to their input values. While some
higher-order functions such as reduce also could be used for parallelism,
higher-order functions without parallelism properties could be useful sim-
ply for the higher-order information it provides. An example from the
benchmarks is the SMC Airplane benchmark, in which the FLAGON
implementation uses a binary search to perform the resampling which
runs in O(log n) time, while the heuristic concludes that it instead runs
in O(n) time. Therefore, providing a binary search through a binsearch
higher-order function would similar to the annotation approach described
previously be able to help the heuristic determining the complexity of a
scanned function, though in this case without requiring the programmer
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to provide the complexity information themselves.
A fundamentally different method to the microanalysis used in the

predictive model would be to opt for a machine learning approach sim-
ilar to the one used by SkePU [46] applied to the selection of execution
backend instead of the selection of execution parameters. Though unlike
the method used in this thesis which attempts to predict the execution
time before running the program, the machine learning algorithm from
SkePU would have to be applied to each program and platform combi-
nation. While a machine learning approach could estimate of execution
times better than a microanalysis, the machine learning approach might
not be as suitable for programs that are frequently rewritten or programs
that will seldom be executed.

Where a machine learning approach instead could be applied is for
the tuning of cost profiles. The manual tuning of the cost profiles that
was performed in Section 5.2 is arguably infeasible to put as demand
on those who use the predictive model. Instead, a machine learning
model could be applied that first runs a suite of tuning programs to
measure execution time similar to how was done in Section 5.2, but then
automatically fits the cost profiles using a machine learning algorithm to
match the measured execution times.

The cost profiles themselves might also be missing a couple of param-
eters, as shown by the GER benchmark results. While the GER com-
putation is a very simple linear operation, the device variant showed a
significant speedup over the predictive variant for small input sizes when
the predictive model determined that host would be the faster backend.
This can be seen as hinting at that there could be some effect going on
that is not captured by the cost profiles, as the host variant is signifi-
cantly slower than for other benchmarks with similar computations when
comparing at similar input sizes. Comparing GER and Saxpy, the host
variant GER at input size 512 (matrix dimension, 262144 total elements)
measures an average execution time of 6 ms while the host variant for
Saxpy at input size 262144 measures an average execution time of 1.5
ms. Although some aspects that can affect execution time such as cache
effects are known to not be accounted for in the cost profiles, it is not
clear if that is the cause of the difference shown between host and device
in the GER benchmark.
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6.3 Benchmark Results
The claim that there is no thread scheduling overhead in CUDA [21, 36]
is supported by the results from Section 5.3.1 where the trend appears
to be that a CUDA kernel runs slower the more elements per thread it
has. Following these results, it was assumed that one element per thread
would be the fastest configuration for the device intrinsic, hence that was
the value used for the benchmarks where the performance of the device
variant was compared against the host variant and implementations from
related work.

Comparing the host and device variants of the data-parallel intrinsics
showed a speedup for the device variant on larger input sizes, mainly
where the procedure performed on individual elements did not execute
in O(1) time. In the case of the GEMM benchmark for 4096× 4096 ma-
trices, the device variant measured an average execution time 4.3 seconds
compared to 950.8 seconds for the host variant, resulting in a speedup
factor of over 200. For other benchmarks such as Saxpy where the pro-
cedure performed on each element is very small, for an input size of 50
million elements the device variant measured an average execution time
of 200.9 ms compared to 230.1 ms for the host variant, resulting in a
speedup of just 14%. This reduced speedup compared to GEMM can be
explained by that most of the time for Saxpy being spent transferring
memory between host and device. Had other benchmarks that copies
more memory between host and device, such as addition between 6 vec-
tors, been included in the evaluation then it would have been expected
that the device variants in those cases would run always slower than the
host variants due to the large amounts of memory being copied. This also
exposes a flaw in the compiler implementation from this thesis in that it
transfers memory back and forth between host and device even when a
directly successive invocation to a device variant uses a previous output
sequence from a device variant as input. As it is not always possible
to combine operations from two separate data-parallel intrinsics into the
same invocation by hand, such as when using the output from Saxpy as
one of the input vectors to GER, the compiler being able to analyze the
code and find points where the memory can be kept on device between
invocations to data-parallel intrinsics would most likely yield noticeable
speedup.

The ability of the predictive data-parallel intrinsics to determine which
of the platforms is faster can be seen from the benchmark results in Sec-
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tion 5.3 to be best for the smallest and largest inputs. For input sizes
in the middle where the performance between the host and device vari-
ants are similar, the predictive variant often chooses the wrong back-
end. There are however exceptions to these statements, such as in the
Convolution benchmark where the predictive variant chooses the wrong
backend for the three smallest backends. Though in the SMC Airplane
benchmark in Section 5.3.3 the predictive variant can be seen at in-
put sizes 2000 and 10000 to measure the fastest average execution time,
compared to the host variant, device variant, and the baseline imple-
mentation. This can be explained by that the SMC Airplane benchmark
consists of multiple invocations to different data-parallel intrinsics, where
at input sizes 2000 and 10000, the predictive variant chooses to run the
resampling on device, while running the other data-parallel intrinsics on
host. The SMC Airplane benchmark likely demonstrates one of the most
practical applications of the predictive model, which is that it relieves
programmers of having to worry about when it is faster to run on device
and when it is faster to run on host in the case that there are multi-
ple invocations to data-parallel intrinsics. Combining this property with
the previously mentioned approach of analyzing how memory should be
transferred between host and device could provide speedup by splitting
data-parallel intrinsics into as small invocations as possible, where the
predictive model is given more flexibility on what to run on device and
what to run on host.

When comparing against existing solutions, it can be seen in Section
5.3.4 that the FLAGON device variants perform slightly better or on par
with the cuBLAS baseline implementations apart for some fluctuations
in the measurements. However, as could be seen from the Saxpy, Saxpy
Single, VecAdd, and VecScal benchmarks, comparing the cuBLAS imple-
mentations against custom written CUDA kernels showed a significant
performance disadvantage for cuBLAS on small and medium input sizes.
This prompts the question of how optimized the cuBLAS functions are.
When used in the benchmarks, the functions were used as exemplified in
their baseline documentation [59].

The SMC Airplane benchmark, however, showed a significant perfor-
mance benefit for the PPL-CUDA-SMC baseline implementation towards
the FLAGON device variant for all input sizes, except for the larger input
sizes where memory effects appeared to cause a slowdown in the base-
line implementation. Unlike cuBLAS, this result was closer to what was
expected as PPL-CUDA-SMC is a framework that focuses on optimiza-
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tion for SMC algorithms, many of which are more complicated than the
procedure from the SMC Airplane benchmark.

The comparison between Lift and the FLAGON device is not as di-
rect as for other related work due to that Lift uses a different method of
measurements as well as a different backend to FLAGON. Despite this,
it can be seen from the kernel time comparisons in Section 5.3.2 that
the Lift implementation is faster than the FLAGON device variants in
all cases, and at least twice as fast in all cases except for the GEMV
benchmark on an input size of 8192. Though most of these results were
expected since Lift provides a large set of higher-order functions that
can be combined to optimize the procedures, whereas FLAGON only
provides three higher-order functions that cannot be combined and must
be invoked separately. The only case where the results were initially
surprising was for the NN benchmark where the OpenCL kernel gener-
ated by Lift and the CUDA kernel generated by FLAGON essentially
performed the same operation. However, the possible explanation for
this, which likely can explain other results as well, is that Lift generates
floats as single precision while the FLAGON compiler generated floats
as double precision. This is due to OCaml natively representing floats as
double precision, potentially leading to more expensive computations on
device as opposed to had single precision floats been used. Although the
FLAGON compiler could generate CUDA code such that all float oper-
ations are performed with single precision, this would likely only affect
kernel time since memory transfers between host and device still use the
native OCaml representation.

Looking back at the wall-clock time results together will the full re-
sults from Appendix C, several bumps can be seen for the FLAGON
device variants in the plots from Figures C.1, C.7, C.10, C.16, C.18,
C.20, and C.22. Looking at the output from nvprof, these appear to be
caused by an anomaly in the CUDA API calls as some implementations
consistently spend more time invoking the CUDA API for smaller input
sizes than they do for larger input sizes. An example of this can be seen
for Saxpy Single where the FLAGON device variant takes around 4 times
longer in functions such as cudaMemcpy and cudaFree for input size 64
than for input size 256. If these anomalies actually are anomalies or if
they instead are implementation effects could likely have been revealed
by running another profiler such as Coz [50] together with benchmarks.
However, due to limitations in the scope of this thesis, further investiga-
tion into these effects using the Coz profiler was not be performed.
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Concluding Remarks

This chapter summarizes conclusions drawn from the discussion as well
as outlining future work.

7.1 Conclusions
This thesis presented a compiler for the small functional language MCore,
that using intrinsic variants of common higher-order functions was able
to compile and run MCore code in parallel on a GPU. Apart from this
compilation method, a predictive model was implemented that using a
microanalysis was able to determine at runtime, based on input proper-
ties, if an intrinsic higher-order function should run in parallel on a GPU
or if it should run on the CPU, whichever was considered to be fastest
by the predictive model.

Experimental results were promising when comparing the intrinsic
higher-order functions for when they ran on GPU and CPU, where the
GPU-optimized variant showed a speedup of up to 200 times faster for
large input sizes. Using the predictive model to determine backend at
runtime showed that the fastest backend was chosen in a majority of
cases, where at benchmarks with multiple invocations to intrinsic higher-
order functions the predictive model was able to run faster than just using
GPU or CPU as the backend for all invocations.

The experimental results were also promising for the GPU-optimized
higher-order functions against some related work implementations, but
did not reach the levels of performance used by related work implemen-
tations that allow for user-defined optimization for parallelization.
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7.2 Future work
As the subject of the work carried out in this thesis is very broad, many
interesting aspects and approaches were out of scope and thus left as
future work:

• Investigate a method of tuning the cost profiles using a machine
learning method, replacing the manual parameter tuning.

• Improve the heuristic for determining the complexity of recursive
functions, analyzing how input variables change over time instead
of taking the largest value in an if-condition as complexity param-
eter.

• Add support for annotating the complexity of recursive functions
and the variables that their complexity is parameterized against
in order to assist the predictive model. This support could also
be provided by intrinsic higher-order functions with preannotated
complexity.

• Include more higher-order functions like reduce as data-parallel in-
trinsics with the possibility of also invoking them, and the currently
available data-parallel intrinsics, from within the functions passed
as arguments to data-parallel intrinsics.

• Investigate a method of optimizing the amount of times that mem-
ory is transferred between host and device, instead of transfer-
ring memory to and from device on each invocation to an intrinsic
higher-order function.

• Investigate the methods and limitations for non-static application
of function arguments to intrinsic higher-order functions.

• Implement a unified set of the intrinsic higher-order functions map,
mapi, and init where the decision of using the host, device, or the
predictive variant is specified as a compiler option.

• Add support for other parallel backends such as OpenCL.
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Appendix A

Training Program Implementations

This appendix contains the implementations of the mapped functions
that are part of the training programs from Section 5.1.1. Note that
these programs are based on an earlier version of MCore and that the
names of some intrinsic functions such as nth are subject to change.

A.1 vecpo

1 let plusone: (Int -> Int) = lam x: Int. addi x 1
2
3 let vecpo = lam seq. predictiveMap plusone seq

Listing A.1: The implementation of that which elapsed time is measured
for in the vecpo training program.
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A.2 gcdsum

1 recursive let gcd: Int -> Int -> Int =
2 lam a: Int. lam b: Int.
3 if eqi b 0
4 then a
5 else gcd b (modi a b)
6 end
7
8 let gcdsum: [Int] -> Int -> Int -> Int =
9 lam yvec: [Int]. lam n: Int. lam x: Int.

10 recursive let recloop: Int -> Int -> Int =
11 lam acc: Int. lam i: Int.
12 if eqi i n
13 then acc
14 else recloop (addi acc (gcd x (nth yvec i))) (addi i 1)
15 in
16 recloop 0 0
17
18 let mapped_gcdsum = lam yvec. lam xvec.
19 predictiveMap (gcdsum yvec (length yvec)) xvec

Listing A.2: The implementation of that which elapsed time is measured
for in the gcdsum training program.
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A.3 matmaxsum

1 let maxi: Int -> Int -> Int =
2 lam x: Int. lam y: Int.
3 if lti x y then y else x
4
5 -- Function used to "initialize" a single element in the target matrix
6 let matmaxsumiWrk: Int -> Int -> Int -> [Int] -> [Int] -> Int -> Int =
7 lam innerdim: Int.
8 lam a_rows: Int.
9 lam b_rows: Int.

10 lam a: [Int].
11 lam b: [Int].
12 lam idx: Int.
13
14 let row: Int = divi idx b_cols in
15 let col: Int = modi idx b_cols in
16 let a_start_offset: Int = muli innerdim row in
17 let b_start_offset: Int = col in
18 recursive let vecmsum: Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> Int =
19 lam acc: Int.
20 lam p: Int.
21 lam a_offset: Int.
22 lam b_offset: Int.
23 if eqi p innerdim then
24 acc
25 else
26 vecmsum (addi acc
27 (maxi (nth a a_offset) (nth b b_offset)))
28 (addi p 1)
29 (addi a_offset 1)
30 (addi b_offset b_cols)
31 in
32 vecmsum 0 0 a_start_offset b_start_offset
33
34 let matmaxsum = lam innerdim. lam a_rows. lam b_cols. lam a. lam b.
35 predictiveInit (muli a_rows b_cols)
36 (matmaxsumiWrk innerdim a_rows b_rows a b)

Listing A.3: The implementation of that which elapsed time is measured
for in the matmaxsum training program.



Appendix B

Benchmark Implementations

This appendix provides implementation and input details for each of the
12 benchmarks from Section 5.1.2. If any of these benchmarks accepts a
matrix as an input argument, then it is represented as a square matrix
that is flattened into a sequence, using index transformations for row and
column access.

B.1 ATAX
Performs the linear algebra operation ATA~x where A is a matrix and ~x
is a vector. This is an operation commonly used when performing least
squares approximation. The input sizes listed for ATAX in Table 5.2
corresponds to the dimension of the input matrix A. This benchmark
uses Lift as the baseline implementation, which only provides comparison
against FLAGON for the two largest input values.

B.2 Convolution
Applies a 1 × 17 convolution filter on an n × n input matrix A, which
produces an n×(n−16) output matrixM where each possible 1×17 slice
of A has been partially multiplied by the values in the convolution filter
and summed up. This technique is commonly used in machine learning
and in image processing. The input sizes listed for Convolution in Table
5.2 corresponds to the dimension of the input matrix A. This benchmark
uses Lift as the baseline implementation, which only provides comparison
against FLAGON for the two largest input values.

97
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B.3 Matrix-Vector Multiplication (GEMV)
Multiplication between a matrix A and a vector ~x. The input sizes listed
for GEMV in Table 5.2 corresponds to the dimension of the input matrix
A. This benchmark uses Lift as the baseline implementation, which only
provides comparison against FLAGON for the two largest input values.

B.4 Matrix Addition (GEAM)
Addition between two matrices A and B. The input sizes listed for
GEAM in Table 5.2 corresponds to the dimension of the input matrix
A. This benchmark use the cuBLAS function cublasDgeam [59] when
comparing against FLAGON.

B.5 Matrix Multiplication (GEMM)
Multiplication between two matrices A and B. The input sizes listed for
GEMM in Table 5.2 corresponds to the dimension of the input matrix
A. This benchmark uses Lift as the baseline implementation, which only
provides comparison against FLAGON for the two largest input values.

B.6 Nearest Neighbour (NN)
Computes the distances for determining the nearest neighbour in a 2D
plane. The distance is the standard euclidean distance between two
points

√
(x0 − y0)2 + (x1 − y1)2. The input consists of two sequences

that respectively contains the x0 and x1 parts. The same (y0, y1) coordi-
nate is applied to all input coordinates. The input sizes listed for NN in
Table 5.2 corresponds to the number of input coordinates that have their
distance to (y0, y1) calculated. This benchmark uses Lift as the baseline
implementation, which only provides comparison against FLAGON for
the two largest input values.

B.7 Rank-1 Update (GER)
Performs a rank-1 update on a matrix as ~x~yT +A, where the inputs ~x, ~y
are vectors and the input A is a matrix. The input sizes listed for GER
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in Table 5.2 corresponds to the dimension of the input matrix A. This
benchmark use the cuBLAS function cublasDger [59] in the comparison
against FLAGON.

B.8 Saxpy
Performs the operation ~si = a · ~xi + ~yi, where the inputs ~x, ~y are vec-
tors and the input a is a scalar. The input sizes listed for Saxpy in
Table 5.2 corresponds to the number of elements in the input vector ~x.
This benchmark use the cuBLAS function cublasDaxpy [59] as well as
a custom CUDA kernel implementation and a preexisting example im-
plementation from Nvidia [70] in the comparison against FLAGON. The
details of the custom CUDA kernel is shown in Listing B.1.

1 __global__
2 void my_saxpy (int n, double a, const double *x,
3 const double *y, double *s)
4 {
5 int i = ( blockIdx .x * blockDim .x) + threadIdx .x;
6 if (i < n) s[i] = (a * x[i]) + y[i];
7 }

Listing B.1: The custom Saxpy kernel created to avoid potential overhead
introduced by cublasDaxpy.

B.9 Saxpy Single
Same as for Saxpy, but with only one vector involved such that the
computation becomes ~si = a · ~xi + y, where the input ~x is a vector and
the inputs a, y are scalars. The input sizes listed for Saxpy Single in
Table 5.2 corresponds to the number of elements in the input vector
~x. This benchmark use the cuBLAS function cublasDaxpy [59] as well
as a custom CUDA kernel implementation in the comparison against
FLAGON. The details of the custom CUDA kernel is shown in Listing
B.2.
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1 __global__
2 void my_saxpysingle (int n, double a, double *x, double y)
3 {
4 int i = ( blockIdx .x * blockDim .x) + threadIdx .x;
5 if (i < n) x[i] = (a * x[i]) + y;
6 }

Listing B.2: The custom Saxpy Single kernel created to avoid potential
overhead introduced by cublasDaxpy.

B.10 SMC Airplane
Performs a SMC inference procedure correspodning to the Airplane ex-
ample described by Lundén, Borgström, and Broman [71]. This bench-
mark is unique in that it is the only benchmark used in this thesis that
has a procedure that is computed using multiple invocations to data-
parallel intrinsics in a single iteration, except for ATAX whose procedure
performs two invocations to data-parallel intrinsic that both perform
an operation similar to a matrix-vector multiplication. The input sizes
listed for SMC Airplane in Table 5.2 corresponds to the number of the
number of particles used in the SMC algorithm. This benchmark use the
PPL-CUDA-SMC framework [67] as a baseline in the comparison against
FLAGON.

B.11 Vector Addition (VecAdd)
Performs the vector addition ~x + ~y between the two input vectors ~x, ~y.
The input sizes listed for VecAdd in Table 5.2 corresponds to the number
of elements in the input vector ~x. This benchmark will use the cuBLAS
function cublasDaxpy [59] as well as a custom CUDA kernel implemen-
tation in the comparison against FLAGON. The details of the custom
CUDA kernel is shown in Listing B.3.

B.12 Vector Scaling (VecScal)
Scales and input vector ~x by an input scalar a as a~x. The input sizes listed
for VecScal in Table 5.2 corresponds to the number of elements in the
input vector ~x. This benchmark use the cuBLAS function cublasDscal
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1 __global__
2 void my_vecadd (int n, const double *x, double *y)
3 {
4 int i = ( blockIdx .x * blockDim .x) + threadIdx .x;
5 if (i < n) y[i] = x[i] + y[i];
6 }

Listing B.3: The custom Vector Addition kernel created to avoid
potential overhead introduced by cublasDaxpy.

[59] as well as a custom CUDA kernel implementation in the comparison
against FLAGON. The details of the custom CUDA kernel is shown in
Listing B.4.

1 __global__ void my_vecscalar (int n, double a, double *x)
2 {
3 int i = ( blockIdx .x * blockDim .x) + threadIdx .x;
4 if (i < n) x[i] = a * x[i];
5 }

Listing B.4: The custom Vector Scalar kernel created to avoid potential
overhead introduced by cublasDscal.



Appendix C

Benchmark Results

This appendix contains the complete benchmark results for the cases
with Lift and cuBLAS as baseline, complementing the results presented
in Section 5.3. This does not include the results from the investigation
into the effect that the number of elements per thread has on execution
time as that is fully presented in Section 5.3.1.

C.1 Lift Benchmarks
The results from each Lift benchmark are presented in three figures. Two
figures compare the execution time measured by the benchmark between
the three FLAGON variants as a curve plot and as a bar plot. The third
figure only compares the execution time for the two largest input sizes
between the Lift and the FLAGON device variant.

C.1.1 ATAX
Looking at the FLAGON results in Figure C.1, it can be observed that
the predictive model always chooses a backend that is close to optimal
for the used input sizes. The device variant is as expected faster than the
host variant for larger inputs, and slower than the host variant for slower
inputs. The small bump in average execution time for the device variant
between input sizes 32, 64, and 128 can be explained by looking at the
output from nvprof. Some CUDA invocations such as cudaMalloc and
cudaFree take longer for input size 64 than they do for input sizes 32 and
128, similar to the anomalies encountered in Section 5.3.1. This bump
also appears to be some form of anomaly since all GPU activities for
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input size 64 are smaller than they are for input size 128.
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Figure C.1: Comparison between benchmark results in average execution
time from the ATAX benchmark. Only shows results from the MCore im-
plementation. The comparison against the Lift baseline implementation
is shown in Figure C.3.

The comparison between Lift and FLAGON in Figure C.3 shows that
the Lift implementation performs significantly better than the MCore
implementation. Even though the methods of measurement differ, the
performance difference close to a factor of 10 in both cases, hinting at
that the Lift implementation is more optimized than the MCore imple-
mentation. Though this result is not that surprising considering the
number of higher-order functions used to optimize the Lift implementa-
tion, whereas the MCore implementation just performs ATA~x using a
tail recursion loop for each result in the output vector.
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Figure C.2: The FLAGON results from ATAX presented as a bar graph
including error bars that show the maximum and minimum measured
execution time for each input size.
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Figure C.3: Comparison between the Lift implementation and the MCore
implementation of the ATAX benchmark. Note that the Lift results
are in median execution time while the FLAGON results are in average
execution time.
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C.1.2 Convolution
Looking at the FLAGON results from the Convolution benchmark in
Figure C.4, it can be observed that the device variant is faster than
the host variant for all input sizes. This is an unexpected result as it
was assumed that the fixed GPU overhead would be greater than the
execution times for small input sizes. This unexpected result is also
reflected in the results for the predictive variant which does not run the
GPU backend until input size 256, hinting at that the predictive model
is either insufficiently tuned or not expressive enough.
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Figure C.4: Comparison between benchmark results in average execu-
tion time from the Convolution benchmark. Only shows results from
the MCore implementation. The comparison against the Lift baseline
implementation is shown in Figure C.6.

The comparison between Lift and FLAGON in Figure C.6 shows that
the Lift implementation yet again outperforms the MCore implementa-
tion. The Lift implementation uses a combination of many higher-order
functions to perform the convolution, while MCore as before relies on a
tail recursion loop to perform these operations. Using these higher-order
functions, Lift can perform parallelism and other optimizations on the
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convolution operation itself. However, since the convolution filter is a
fixed 1 × 17 grid, the difference in performance was not expected to be
as extensive as what is shown in Figure C.6.
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Figure C.5: The FLAGON results from the Convolution benchmark pre-
sented as a bar graph including error bars that show the maximum and
minimum measured execution time for each input size.
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Figure C.6: Comparison between the Lift implementation and the MCore
implementation of the Convolution benchmark. Note that the Lift results
are in median execution time while the FLAGON results are in average
execution time.
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C.1.3 Matrix-Vector Multiplication (GEMV)
The FLAGON results from the GEMV benchmark in Figure C.7 shows
as expected that the device variant is slower than the host variant for
smaller inputs, but becomes faster than the host variant for larger input
sizes. The predictive variant also chooses the fastest backend in most
cases, with the wrong backend being selected for a few values at the
point where the device variant becomes faster than the host variant.
However, two interesting bumps are also visible for the device variant,
one at input size 128 and the other at input size 512. The bump at input
size 128 is similar to the one observed ATAX, while the bump at input
size 512 is more subtle. At input size 256, the device variant is faster
than the host variant, whereas at the larger input size of 512 the device
variant measures approximately the same execution time as for the host
variant. Though both of these bumps can be explained by anomalies in
the API calls, the same as for ATAX.
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Figure C.7: Comparison between benchmark results in average execution
time from the GEMV benchmark. Only shows results from the MCore
implementation. The comparison against the Lift baseline implementa-
tion is shown in Figure C.9.

Looking at the comparison between Lift and FLAGON in Figure C.9,
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it can be seen that the Lift implementation outperforms the FLAGON
device variant for both input sizes 4096 and 8192. However, the execu-
tion times for Lift and FLAGON is much closer for GEMV than for the
previous comparison, especially for input size 8192. This result is sur-
prising due to the expectation that Lift would be able to parallelize the
dot products inside the matrix-vector multiplication, while FLAGON is
bound to perform this iteratively in a tail recursion loop.
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Figure C.8: The FLAGON results from the GEMV benchmark presented
as a bar graph including error bars that show the maximum and minimum
measured execution time for each input size.
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Figure C.9: Comparison between the Lift implementation and the MCore
implementation of the GEMV benchmark. Note that the Lift results
are in median execution time while the FLAGON results are in average
execution time.
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C.1.4 Matrix Multiplication (GEMM)
Looking at the GEMM results from Figure C.10, the device variant is
slightly slower than the host variant for the smallest recorded inputs,
but already at an input size of 64, the device variant becomes faster
than the host variant. At an input size of 4096, the device variant is
over 100 times faster than the host variant. The same kind of bump
in the device variant measurements that were encountered for previous
benchmarks can also be observed in Figure C.10 for an input size of 32.
In the same way as in previous benchmarks, the bump can be explained
by that the CUDA API calls for some unknown reason takes more time
to run when the input size is 32 as compared to when the input size is 64.
The predictive variant also manages to choose the faster backend in the
majority of input sizes, with the exception being at input size 64 where
the predictive variant chooses the host backend when the device backend
is faster.
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Figure C.10: Comparison between benchmark results in average execu-
tion time from the GEMM benchmark. Only shows results from the
MCore implementation. The comparison against the Lift baseline imple-
mentation is shown in Figure C.12.

From the comparison between Lift and FLAGON in Figure C.12,
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it can be seen that the relative difference in execution time between
Lift and FLAGON is larger than for previous benchmarks. A possible
explanation for this increased difference is that the Lift implementation
applies GPU optimization techniques, while the MCore implementation
uses a mappable version of the textbook O(n3) algorithm. As such, this
increased difference was not unexpected.
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Figure C.11: The FLAGON results from the GEMM benchmark pre-
sented as a bar graph including error bars that show the maximum and
minimum measured execution time for each input size.
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Figure C.12: Comparison between the Lift implementation and the
MCore implementation of the GEMM benchmark. Note that the Lift
results are in median execution time while the FLAGON results are in
average execution time.
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C.1.5 Nearest Neighbour (NN)
One observation from the FLAGON comparison in Figure C.13 that has
not been observed in previous benchmarks is that, while the device vari-
ant is slower than the host variant for smaller inputs, the device variant
never becomes significantly faster than the host variant for larger in-
puts. Looking at the bar plot in Figure C.14, it can also be seen that
the error margins for the host and device variants overlap for all input
sizes after and including 65536. This was unexpected, as the opera-
tion

√
(x0 − y0)2 + (x1 − y1)2 that is performed on each pair of elements

should be significant enough to benefit more from the GPU parallelism.
This can be compared against the VecScal benchmark results shown in
Figure C.26, which performs a smaller operation than NN, but has a
larger difference between the device and host variants.
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Figure C.13: Comparison between benchmark results in average execu-
tion time from the NN benchmark. Only shows results from the MCore
implementation. The comparison against the Lift baseline implementa-
tion is shown in Figure C.15.

Looking at the performance of the predictive variant in Figures C.13
and C.14, it can be seen that the fastest backend is chosen for most input
sizes. As the measured execution time is very close between the variants
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at the input sizes 16384, 65536, and 226144, it is not obvious which of
the backends would have been the right choice for the predictive variant.
Though looking at the profiler output, it can be seen that the predictive
variant chose to execute on host for the input sizes 16384, 65536, and
226144.

When comparing performance between Lift and the FLAGON de-
vice variant in Figure C.15, it can be seen that the Lift is faster than
FLAGON by at least a factor of 2 for both input sizes. While the
other Lift benchmarks could explain this through implementation dif-
ferences, the approach used to implement NN is the same both for Lift
and FLAGON, where the calculation

√
(x0 − y0)2 + (x1 − y1)2 is mapped

onto a sequence of pairs. As such, if the performance difference between
OpenCL, which is the backend for Lift, and CUDA were negligible, then
the measured execution times for Lift and FLAGON should be approxi-
mately equal.
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Figure C.14: The FLAGON results from the NN benchmark presented as
a bar graph including error bars that show the maximum and minimum
measured execution time for each input size.
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Figure C.15: Comparison between the Lift implementation and the
MCore implementation of the NN benchmark. Note that the Lift re-
sults are in median execution time while the FLAGON results are in
average execution time.
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C.2 cuBLAS Benchmarks
This section contains the results from the cuBLAS benchmarks. The
number of baseline implementations used varies for each benchmark.
Why some cuBLAS benchmarks use additional baseline implementations
are explained in Section 5.1.2.

C.2.1 Matrix Addition (GEAM)
Looking at the GEAM results from Figure C.16, it can be seen that
the FLAGON device variant is slower than the host variant for smaller
inputs, but does not seem to gain a substantial speedup compared to the
host variant as the input size grows.
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Figure C.16: Comparison in average execution time from the GEAM
benchmark.

From the error bars in Figure C.17, it can be seen that the differences
in execution time for the host and device variants are within each other’s
uncertainty for all input sizes above 128. Looking at the nvprof output
for the device variant it can be seen for input sizes larger than 128, that
over 90% of the execution time is spent copying memory between device
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and host. Besides the performance difference, a bump in execution time
for the device variant can be observed between input sizes 32 and 64,
similar to those found in previous benchmarks. This bump can also be
explained by anomalies in the execution time taken by the CUDA API
calls.

The predictive variant appears to choose the most optimal backend
for all input sizes judging by the results from Figure C.16. However,
considering the nearly negligible performance difference between the de-
vice and host variants, these result is not as indicative of how well the
predictive model as for other benchmarks.

Comparing against the baseline implementation, it can be seen that
the FLAGON device variant is faster than the cuBLAS baseline imple-
mentation for all input sizes apart from the small bump at input size
32. This hints at that the baseline implementation might not be imple-
mented as optimal as is possible. In this case, it would thus have been
useful to also include a custom CUDA kernel as an extra baseline.
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Figure C.17: Comparison in average execution time from the GEAM
benchmark presented as a bar graph. The error bars the shows the
measured maximum and minimum execution time for each input size.
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C.2.2 Rank-1 Update (GER)
Looking at the results in Figure C.18, it can be seen that the FLAGON
device variant performs better than the host variant for larger input
size, close to a factor of 10. This is slightly unexpected considering that
the operation on each individual element is very small, where previous
benchmarks that performed small operations on each individual element
showed a much closer performance between the host and device variants.
The device variant also shows of bumps in execution time at input sizes 32
and 128, which when looking at the output from nvprof can be explained
by that the CUDA API calls taking longer than for input sizes 64 and
256. The kernel execution time for the device variant is strictly increasing
as the input size gets larger.
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Figure C.18: Comparison in average execution time from the GER bench-
mark.

The performance of the FLAGON predictive variant can be seen in
Figure C.18 to not be close to optimal until the input size reaches 1024,
where it starts to execute the GER procedure on device instead of on
host. As the measured difference in performance between the host and
device variants was unexpected, this hints at that there is something
wrong in the predictive model, either in the tuned cost profiles or in the
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model itself. A key distinction between GER and other benchmarks with
simple computations on each element, such as NN, is that each value used
in the computation on each element in GER is dependent on the index
of the element, where NN instead uses the same (y0, y1) values for all
elements.

Comparing the performance of the device variant to the cuBLAS base-
line implementation it can be seen that the device variant performs simi-
lar to the cuBLAS implementation up until 1024, after which the cuBLAS
implementation becomes slower and deviates from the FLAGON device
curve. Looking at the nvprof output for cuBLAS it can be seen that,
while memory copy time usually increases by about a factor of 4 as ex-
pected when the input size doubles, between input sizes 1024 and 2048
the memory copy time instead increases by a factor of 16. This only
affects the memory copy time, as the kernel execution time consistently
increases by about a factor of 4 between all input sizes. This anomaly
could have been investigated further using a custom CUDA kernel, but is
not of much interest to this thesis and is therefore left unanswered here.
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Figure C.19: Comparison in average execution time from the GER bench-
mark presented as a bar graph. The error bars the shows the measured
maximum and minimum execution time for each input size.
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C.2.3 Saxpy
Comparing the performance between the FLAGON host and device vari-
ants in Figure C.20, it can be seen that while the device variant is slower
than the host variant for smaller input sizes, it does not significantly
outperform the host variant for larger input sizes where the speedup is
never greater than 25%. This form of low speedup is also observed for
other benchmarks with simple computations on each element, with the
exception of the GER benchmark.

The FLAGON predictive variant can also be seen in Figure C.20 to
choose the faster backend for small input sizes, not opting to run on
device until an input size of 1000000. Although the FLAGON device
variant runs faster than the host variant for some inputs smaller than
1000000, as can be seen by the error bars in Figure C.20, the possible
performance gains would be within the uncertainty of the measurements.
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Figure C.20: Comparison in average execution time from the Saxpy
benchmark.

Looking at the baseline measurements for Saxpy in Figures C.20 and
C.21, it can be seen that the FLAGON variants, including the host vari-
ant, outperform the baseline implementations for larger values. From the
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nvprof outputs, it can be seen that the kernel execution time for base-
line implementations is approximately equal to the kernel execution time
for the FLAGON device variant. The difference is in the memory copy
time, where if looking at input size 50000000 takes between 200-250 ms
for the baseline implementations and around 130 ms for the FLAGON
device variant. The reason why this difference in execution time exists
is not apparent from the results, profiler outputs, or the implementation
details, as memory is copied to and from device in the same way for all
implementations.
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Figure C.21: Comparison in average execution time from the Saxpy
benchmark presented as a bar graph. The error bars the shows the
measured maximum and minimum execution time for each input size.
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C.2.4 Saxpy Single
The execution time for the FLAGON device variant as can be seen in
Figure C.22 is slower than that of the host variant for smaller inputs and
becomes faster than the host variant as the input size becomes larger.
However, unlike the previous Saxpy benchmark where the difference in
average execution time between the FLAGON host and device variant
was less than 25% for the largest input size, the difference in average
execution time between the FLAGON host and device variants is now
closer to 50% for the largest input size, with the device variant measuring
an average execution time of 130 ms and the host variant measuring
an average execution time of 213 ms. This is also not an unexpected
result given that the Saxpy Single procedure only has to copy a single
sequence from host to device, whereas the Saxpy procedure must copy
two sequences from host to device. This explanation is further supported
by comparing the elapsed time of the cudaMemcpy API call from the
nvprof output for Saxpy and Saxpy Single, where the total elapsed time
of cudaMemcpy is 2.4 seconds for Saxpy Single and 3.4 seconds for Saxpy.
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Figure C.22: Comparison in average execution time from the Saxpy Sin-
gle benchmark.

Looking at the performance of the FLAGON predictive variant in
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Figure C.22, it can be seen that the most optimal backend is chosen for
the three smallest input sizes and the three largest input sizes. Although
the device variant is faster than the host variant from input size 16384
and onwards, the predictive model decides to not run the Saxpy Single
procedure on device until input size 1000000.
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Figure C.23: Comparison in average execution time from the Saxpy Sin-
gle benchmark presented as a bar graph. The error bars the shows the
measured maximum and minimum execution time for each input size.

Comparing the performance between the FLAGON device variant
and the baseline implementations using the nvprof output again shows
very similar kernel execution time, with the main difference being either
time spent in CUDA API calls or copying memory. For input size 262144
where the custom CUDA kernel measures the fastest average execution
time, the nvprof output shows a maximum difference of 5% in average
kernel execution time compared to the FLAGON device variant. The
FLAGON device variant is instead shown to spend more time in the
cudaMemcpy API call for input size 262144, which could explain the per-
formance difference in Figure C.23. Looking at the nvprof output for
input size 50000000 then this scenario is reversed, with both the custom
CUDA kernel and FLAGON device variant both measuring their aver-
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age kernel execution time as being within 5% of each other, but with the
custom CUDA kernel implementation spending more than twice as long
in cudaMemcpy API call.

C.2.5 Vector Addition (VecAdd)
The results for VecAdd in Figure C.24 show a comparison between the im-
plementations as was observed for Saxpy in Figure C.20. For the smaller
inputs, the FLAGON device variant is slower than the host variant, to
then show a slight advantage over the host variant for the largest inputs.
As has been mentioned in the discussion for the previous benchmarks,
how device variant compares against the host variant appears to be based
on how much memory is being transferred to and from the device. Com-
paring the measurements for the FLAGON device variant in both Saxpy
and VecAdd at input size 50000000 where both benchmarks perform the
same memory copy, the average execution time from VecAdd is measured
at 199 ms whereas Saxpy measures an average execution time of 200 ms.
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Figure C.24: Comparison in average execution time from the VecAdd
benchmark.

The behavior of the FLAGON predictive variant is also very similar
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to what was observed in the Saxpy benchmark. Looking at the VecAdd
results from Figure C.24 shows that the predictive variant runs on host for
the smaller input sizes and on device after the input size reaches 1000000.
While the device variant is faster than the host variant for some input
sizes smaller than 1000000, the error bars in Figure C.25 shows that the
measurements between input sizes 16384 and 500000 for the device and
the predictive variant are within each other range of uncertainty.
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Figure C.25: Comparison in average execution time from the VecAdd
benchmark presented as a bar graph. The error bars the shows the
measured maximum and minimum execution time for each input size.

The results for the baseline implementations in Figure C.24 shows
a similar trend of that for Saxpy, where the custom CUDA kernel is
faster than the FLAGON device variant for smaller input sizes but slower
than the FLAGON device variant for the largest inputs. Looking at the
nvprof output, this can also be attributed to that the custom CUDA
kernel implementation spend more time in the cudaMemcpy API calls for
larger inputs. As the issue of the CUDA baseline implementation taking
longer to copy memory for larger input sizes is also observed in the other
benchmarks, this does not appear to be an isolated incident related to a
single execution. As the device code generated by the FLAGON compiler
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is, just like the baseline implementations, CUDA C++ code that is then
compiled with nvcc, it is possible that this issue is due to how the CUDA
code is linked with ocamlopt or the compiler flags used when compiling
the baseline implementations.

C.2.6 Vector Scaling (VecScal)
The results from the VecScal benchmark can be seen in Figure C.26,
where the measurements for the FLAGON device variant shows a be-
havior very similar to the one found in Saxpy Single in Figure C.22, in
that the relative difference between the host and device variants for an
input size of 50000000 is approximately 50%. A possible explanation of
this similarity is that the same amount of memory is copied to and from
device for Saxpy Single and VecScal at the same input size.
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Figure C.26: Comparison in average execution time from the VecScal
benchmark.

Looking at the measurements from the baseline implementations in
Figure C.26, the behavior here is also very similar to one observed for
Saxpy Single in Figure C.22 where the custom CUDA kernel is faster than
the FLAGON device variant for input sizes up to 500000. The cuBLAS
implementation is also consistently slower than the custom CUDA kernel,
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except for input size 10000000 where the cuBLAS implementation has an
average execution time of 52.1 ms compared to 52.6 ms for the custom
CUDA kernel implementation. Though as can be seen in Figure C.27, for
input sizes lower than 500000 the custom CUDA kernel is proportionally
faster than the cuBLAS implementation was at input size 10000000.
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Figure C.27: Comparison in average execution time from the VecScal
benchmark presented as a bar graph. The error bars the shows the
measured maximum and minimum execution time for each input size.
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